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Prefclce 

"If at first, the idea is not absurd, then there is no hope for if" 

-Albeit Einstein 
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For as long as I can remember, I have hEld a passionate interest in transportation, particularly 

the automobile. However, in later years, my thoughts turned to an alternative representation 

of mainstream transport, and I becamf3 involved in the development of Human Powered 

Vehicles1. It became apparent that such vehicles were under represent.ed in consumer modes 

of transport and could offer a combination of car and bicycle attributes. 

The need for balancing both consumption and production is critical for leaving n lasting legacy 

of design that transcends styling trends. Whilst visual qualities are vital for communicating 

product design, qualities such as longevity and complete sustainability are equally important. 

Tapping into the ability of utilising a sustainable material to its full potential, is an ethical and 

moral choice on my part. These altruistic thoughts, whilst tangible, afforded a problem with 

material selection for the basis of such a design, which would not only fulfil the role of providing 

strength, but also provide the lightness necessary to allow human energy as the only means 

of propulsion. After much Investigation, it became evident that bamboo, with its vigorous 

biomass, was a material that not only had considerable strength, but could also provide a 
lightweight scaffold frame. 

The pursuit of 'growing' a vehicle presented a somewhat paradoxical answer to consumption, 

initially, an absurd idea to comprehend. However, the more research that went in to the idea, 

the more r discovered that humans have been manipulating plants from time immemorial 

for their own needs, through examples such as arborsculpture, bonsai and viticulture. This 

reinforced that it could well be entirely possible to grow the basis of a frame using a natural 

approach to production by linking mass production with farming culture. 

1 The telrm 'Human Powered Vehic/e(s)', abbreviated as 'HPV(s)' encompass bicycles and other forms of 
transport powered by human movement. 'Recumbent'vehicles referring to a seating/pedalling position whereby II ••• 
the pedalling axis [is] substantially in front of the rider" (Abbott and Wilson i 995, 113). These vehicles may have 
two, three or four wheels. A 'velomobile' is typically an tr •• • HPV designed to do the work of a car" (Fehlau 2006, 29) 
which has a p:::'liial or full fairing covering or encompassing the structural frame, while a recumbent vehicle usually 
refers to the frame itself, or the style of seating position. 
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Abstract 

In order to alleviate social and consumption pressures of mass production, I.nlhich are reliant 

on steel and petroleum based resources, it is important to strive for sustainability in the field 
of personal transportation. 

This thesis explores personal mobility in the urban environment, taking into account existing 

production methods, infrastructure and the environmental impact of raw material consumption. 

It discusses inertia for the uptake of alternative vehicles, specifically bicycles and Human 

Powered Vehicles (HPVs), together with the current application of production techniques to 
form these vehicles. 

The design process of the 'Ajiro'2velomobile concept through the application of 'action research' 

methodology is then explained, whereby actl Ie experimentation with bamboo has influenced 

the shape of the vehicle. This led to a conceptual proposal that explores an agricultural 

approach to mass production with a process based on plant shape modification. This focused 

on literally growing a bamboo ve!omobile frame, thereby avoiding energy intensive post
production processing of the material. 

2 "Ajiro" refers to a style of Japanese bamboo twill weaving pattern (Hidalgo 2003, 119-123) 
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1. Introduction 

The social and urban framework of the modern world relies heavily on automotive culture to 

augment a lifestyle centered on freedom of movement, convenience and prestige (see, for 

example; Abbott and Wilson 1995, 262-263; Freund 1993; Litman 2009; Marsh and Collett 

1989; Sloman 2006; Urry 2010, 116-130). Historically, governments have investigated policy 

and future transport planning through measures, such as considering methods for achieving 

low emissions through systems that involve infrastructural and behavioral change (town 

planning, carpooling, low emission vehicles and bicycle usage). Whilst these measures are 

critical for addressing current engine particulate emissions and traffic density, government 

information on recommending alternative HPV vehicle types beyond bicycles has not been 

produced at the time of thesis publication3 . As an alternative to current automobility, the 

veromobile is described by Cox and Van de Walle (2007) as a " .. . kind of car without an engine" 

(114) by augmenting some functions of both bicycles (human power, simple drivetrain, no 

licence) and cars (fairings, cargo capacity). Further diversification of HPVs or velomobile types 

has been achieved through experimenting with variations of layouts for specialised tasks such 

as load carrying (see; Cox 2008, 147-149; Papanek 2009, 238-241), commuter proposals 

(Papanek 2009,264) and racing development (Van de Walle 2004, 45,62-63, 92), which has 

unlocked the potential for HPVs " ... tak[ing} less energy, goring] faster .. . [the rider being} safer 

and more comfortable, provid[ing} more weather protection, and even ... more manoeuvrable 

than standard bicycles" (Abbott and Wilson 1995, 110, 258-259). 

Environmentally responsible and sustainable consumption of personal mobility such as 

automobiles or HPVs could be improved by altering production methods, where conventional 

mass-production techniques applied to any product4 requiring fabrication (for example; steel, 

aluminium) places pressure on achieving low early lifecycle emissions through material sub

processes of mining and refining (Datschefski 2002,10). Comparatively, in the domestic 

building industry, steps to invigorate sustainable materials were suggested by the Montreal 

Process Implementation Group forAustralia (2008,112-113), which proposed that timberfrom 

sustainable forests be used in lieu of steel - thereby creating an opportunity for biomass5 

production and carbon storage facility till end of life (see; Buchanan and Levine, 1999, 428; 

Dias and Pooliyadda, 2004, 578). 

The benefits of natural resource generation for production or construction are investigated 

by Cattle (2002), through the use of arborsculpture techniques for growing furniture to shape 

pre-harvest with minimal assembly and a proposal by Joachim (2006) for the "Fab Tree 

Hab", hypothesising a natural 'living' architectural housing construction through grafting and 

manipulating trees to form unified, self-supporting structures. Natural processes such as these 

rely on tending and caring of the living material to encourage growth, accompanied by an 

3 Historical 'Victorian Government' transport planning studies, such as the Victorian Transport Plan (VTP) 
(2008) and Victorian Transport Study (VTS) (Lonie 1980) focuses on infrastructure, public transport, low emission 
vehicles and bicycles. 

4 For example; furniture, transport, general consumer goods or industrial construction could represent 
marketable products produced with mass-production techniques. 

5 Biomass is referred to as the leaf canopy that a plant produces for photosynthesis. 
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understanding of the natural mechanisms (such as location, climate, soil condition, pests) in 

supporting trees (see; Hicks and Rosenfeld 2007; Shigo 1991). 

Applying natural materials to automobility, Schloesser (2004) describes the interchange 

of energy consuming resources (petroleum based, steel) with natural resources, targeting 

reduction of It ... emissions ;n production ... and generally [refrain from destroying] resources." 

The manipulation of various plant fibres, for example; sisal, flax, bamboo and other forms of 

cellulose, can replace glass6 fibres for certain manufactured parts with low cost and locality 

of sourcing materials being factors for recommending plant based fibre consumption as 

forming part of a sustainable manufacturing rationale (see, for example; Eichhorn 2004, 287-

288; Okubo, Fujii and Thostenson 2009; Schloesser 2004, 277, 279, 284; Yamaguchi and 

Fujii 2004, 318). Implementation of plant based materials, as seen in the Mercedes C-class7 

(Schloesser 2004, 284), limit the suitability of these fibres to specific components within the 

automotive interior, rather than an approach for the whole vehicle, or structural parts. 

Itff we take action to favour sustainable modes, it will be to the 

disadvantage of cars, "... "If we act in favour of cars, it will be to the 

disadvantage of sustainable modes." (Sloman 2006, 148), Werner Brog 

survey 

This thesis explores some of the reasons why encouraging lifecycle sustainability of natural 

materials in personal mobility are necessary and which applications may address environmental 

concerns of mass production processes; thl3 first four sections present an overview of current 

mobility types, with section 2 outlining the role of mobility and manufacturing barriers for 

continuing current techniques; section 3 presents an overview of alternatives to automobility 

througlh bicycle use, section 4 velomobile uptake and section 5 describes the role of natural 

materials in production method applications. The hypothesis of a grown bamboo HPV - the 

'Ajiro'- is described in section (', which postulates that bamboo can be utilised as a cohesive 

basis for a velomobile frame, formed by linking the diversity of bamboo applications in Asian 

society (Farrelly 1984, 235), architectural and structural uses (Velez 2000), together with 

experiments conducted by Hidalgo (2003). These experiments involve growing sections 

through an enclosed former (Hidalgo 2003, 350-352), i.e., placing removable rectangular 

moulds over emerging shoots to achieve 'square bamboo' (353-355). The method applied 

for creating the 'Ajiro' differs from both enclosed box and straight tube bamboo deformation 

described by Hidalgo, by extending the idea to reusable tubular formers with set compound 

curves, allowing bamboo to grow pre-harvest to form complex, three dimensional sections for 
the velomobile frame assembly. 

6 Glass fibres are classified as 'natural', manipulated material based on silica (Wallenberger and Weston 
2004,3). 

7 'Type W203' from 2000, where sisal fibre reinforces the glovebox, in addition to other interior components 
described in S'8ction 5 of this paper. 

- 4·' A; ," ,. ~. .. •• '..-~ • , "~" • ~ 
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1.1 Research Method 

The research method used in this project stems from design studio theories which emphasise 

learning through direct participation (Schon 1987), and diagnosis/evaluation of problems 

(Susman 1983). Such methodology, called 'Action Research' was developed by Kurt Lewin 

in the 1940's and interpreted by van der Lugt as ilan intervention in the real world in order to 

solve a problem" (van der Lugt 2008, 32). Given the desire to link both the natural object with 

the manufactured object, it was decided that entry into the field of research should take on an 

active participation to gain insight into the realistic attributes of bamboo, and how it reacts to 
conditions and growth patterns. 

Van der Lugt (2008), (referring to van der Zwaan 1995) classifies the research strategy as 

'action research', whereby ' .. .it can be considered a field experiment with a practical purpose', 
with: 

" .. . the high validity of results through the problem orientated approach; because 

the intervention takes place in reality, actively involves participants throughout the 

process and continuously processes their inputs in a step-by-step manner, a high 

level of learning is created on the spot". Van der Lugt (2008, 32) 

Furthermore, it was deemed beneficial to understand the background of alternative mobility, 

and consider the motivating factors for change, coupled with seeking to establish the suitability 
of a natural material for sustainable mobility, whereby: 

It First, a literature review was conducted, to establish the leaders in the field of natural 

materials in areas of both production and performance. Additionally, a study of literature 

describing automobile dominance, consumption, and culturally driven integration of 

the automobile, was undertakem to provide an understanding in order to establish an 

alternative approach to production automation and mobility culture. This is where it was 

established that bamboo could provide fast growing biomass combined with appealing 

mechanical properties for material harvest over slower growing timbers. (see; Section 
1, 2, 5, 6) 

• Second, the literature review investigated alternative mobility culture, with focus on 

personal mobility options of bicycle and HPVs, as well as their respective advantages 
and disadvantages. (see; Section 3,4) 

e Third, an experimental process combining the research of both bamboo and 'velo' 

mobility was undertaken, with specific focus on the role that by deforming the growth 

pattern of bamboo (as described by Hidalgo) it could be possible to produce a 

harvestable vehiCle frame. To appreciate the intricacy of a horticultural field, further 

investigation regarding material growth behavior was deemed to be valuable to provide 

empirical knowledge. The experimental growth behavior of the plant was supported by 

a full size metal frame prototype to verify the proposed vehicle structure. (see; Section 
7,8) 

.• :, ": • ,. ~ ~. ,,"" .' .' +" ,. U& 
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2. The conflict of mobility and alnenity 

The diverse infrastructure of roads, as well as support mechanisms of vehicle repair, 

and refuelling stations, is seen as aiding the convenience of urban automobile travel 

(see, for example; Bel Geddes 1940; Holtz Kay 1997, 20; Sloman 2006; Urry 2010, 118-

119). Furthermore, the 'ideal' metropolis, created through decades of road and highways 

infrastructure investment as a 'solution' for personal mobility10, was based around building a 

car utopia or automobile city (see; Newman 2003, 52; Mees 2010, 5-10; Sloman 2006, 44; 

Urry 2010, 112-134); and thereby enabling urban expansion with limited transport alternatives 

to the car (Currie and Senburgs 2007). 

" ... modernist urban landscapes [that] were built to facilitate automobility 

and discourage other forms of human movement" 

(Freund 1993, 119).11 

An ideal approach towards mobility would encompass diversity of transport alternatives (Mees 

2010, 66), however, consumption of convenient personal mobility should not be discouraged 

purely be'cause of reliance on current models of mass production (see; Liker 2004; Ohno 

It,'.,,; 1988), propulsion (Dennis and Urry 2009, 241-245; Ryan and Turton 2007, 3, 38-49) and 
11 occupant vehicular packaging (Mitchell, Borroni-Bird and Burns 2010, 54-60; Papanek 2009, 
·"1 

! 262; Parkinson and Reed 2006). The inclusion of HPVs as 'personal mobility' encourages 
, 

~j simple structure vehicles, specialised to fulfil a task. These can be either shop bought or DIY 

" fabricated and assembled using high or low tech materials, and could be completely human 
1 powered or pedal electric assisted;. without the need for licences or 8~e / disability barriers 
; 

that would otherwise prevent driving an automobile (See; Zipfel, Olson and Puhlman 2009; 

Van de Walle 2007,74-75,89-91). 

10 Further detail on automobile based city planning is described by Bel Geddes (1940, 240, 245). 

11 Factors which may motivate change in transport usage or habits seem to be strongly reliant on energy 
costs (Pickworth 2007) and general economic outlook (Puentes and Tomer 2008,3). 
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The scope of this research is primarily one of material exploration and assembly process 

development, and this approach results in direct problem solving for the given application, in 

this case the suitability of bamboo for sustainable mobility. The nature of a practical approach 

to problem solving takes place through direct observation of the growing material, taking part 

in experimentation through numerous prototype investigations and consequential failures. 

Frauenfelder describes the process of D.I.Y problem solving as a method of trial and error 

investigation, whereby failures are expected as part of the journey of both discovery and 

learning, citing that the challenge of 'making' as giving It ••• permission to make mistakes, to 

break things, to fail" (Frauenfelder 2010, 23), yet also the relative joy and satisfaction gained 

from approaching any discovery by yourself (217-223). Assessing the failures provides a point 

of reflection (Cherry 1999) for modification of subsequent prototype revisions, a process which 

is embedded in the action research approach. This was instinctive, given there was constant 

prototyping of both plant based and full size steel models. 

• • 'It : ~ • 'C. 't' ",', • .' '., ,!,/.' ~ • 'I. . ~ • ~ ",; .. 
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1.2 Research Objectives and Scope 

Given the condensed timeframe of the Masters research, the main objective has been to 

investigate the option of harnessing the natural growth cycle of bamboo and so establish it as a 

viable material for personal mobility applications. The research aims not to provide a definitive 

answer to completely recommend the usage of bamboo in personal mobility applications, 

but rather, to open the discussion for future, focused research. Additionally, bamboo has an 

unpredictable growth cycle (see; Appendix F, G). It would have been beneficial had a larger 

number of mature plants been acquired in order to experiment further, however, funding 

limitations8 and time for thorough plant establishment9 resulted in constraints being placed on 
developing a full sized concept. 

The outcomes for the research include: 

• To summarise the suitability for urban velomobile usage over the bicycle and automobile 

• To undertake material exploration into thE~ suitability of bamboo for the intended 
purpose of making a velomobile 

• 10 devise and undertake experiments into growing and deforming bamboo, forming 
complex shapes 

e To make a full scale working metal prototype to determine dimensions, structure and 
functionality 

• To make a scale model to repres'ent the intended visual characteristics of the suggested 
design 

8. Mature plants of approximately 1.5 meters (300mm tub) tall had a retail price of approximately $250 each, 
with larger 4 meter plan!s costing $500. Larger tub diameters than 60cm incurred additional expense, however, 
these plants were established for a longer timeframe, and had a higher likelihood to produce new culms. 

9 . .Freedom from ~onstraint.s su.ch as obtaining '3xpensive bamboo plants may be alleviated by growing 
seedlings, however, conSiderable time IS needed for the plant seedlings to reach mi.~~urity. Seedling experiments 
are explained further in Appendix G. 

I: 
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2.1 Current production methods and responsibilities 

" .. .is there a great difference in the car from those puttering little vehicles 

of the dawn of motoring? The engine works on the same principals, the 

fuel is the same, the methods of starting, moving and stopping are very 

similar, the conventional layout is similar, the driver still has the same 

pedals and levers to manipulate as he did 80 years ago. Are we perhaps 

still right at the beginning of the business of personal road transport, a 
minute part of the way along the road of motoring history ... ?" 

(Roberts 1983, 128) 

Deemed to be "one of the most significant landmarks in motoring history" (Horton 1992, 

210), the Ford Model T, launched in 1908, implemented the beginnings of 'just-in-time' mass 

production12 techniques (Levinson 2002) by 1914, and today, automotive manufacturers such 

as Toyota follow this for: ,1 of highly centralised manufacturing, streamlining the business model 

referred to what is known as "lean production" (see, for example; Ellegard et al. 1992, 113-114; 

Liker 2004; Ohno 1988). Whist this business model allows cost effective management within 

the repetition of production process, the vast scale of a modern global manufacturing entity, for 

example General Motors, leaves its management unable to react with agility to consumer and 

market vulnerabilities (see, for example; Holstein 2009; Ingrassia 2010; Taylor 2010). 

Globalised manufacturing through the outsourcing of design and individual componentry 

are intensively used by automobile makers (Mikler 2004, 130-131), however, such a method 

of production must take into account sUlrplus waste and consider the whole lifecycle of the 

product, including initial production (Chester 2008, 58-59) and disposal at end-of-life (Davies 

2003, 2). While current requirements for vehicle reprocessing focus on parts redistribution 

through the sale and trade of reconditioned and reusable body parts or ancillaries, up to 75% 

of an automobile can be recycled (4); however, the degree of material processing depends 

upon an element of downcycling (McDonough and Braungart 2002, 56-59), and 'Design for 

Disassembly' (Papanek 1995, 42-43, 238-240). 

12 Directed as a generalisation throughout industry, McDonough and Braungart (2002, 43) discusses factors 
influencing sustainability are directed towards ",., outdated and unintelligent design"rather than a deliberate 
" .. . morally wrong" action. 

• ~ ,~'. _ '~~ ~ •• ~ J ,:.. '- :; ~ ..·4 • " • '.~ "'t', ,,: • ' t.. . ~ .. /,'."~~' l M! 
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The very nature of sustaining the current form of mass production relies on goods becoming 

unserviceable after a period of time - either through mechanical degradation and wear, 

or through anothE~r constructed device used to sell new goods - planned obsolescence 

(Spielmann and Althaus 2007, 1123, 1132; Slade 2006, 5), Slade states that, General Motors 

president Alfred P. Sloan (chairman from 1923 to 1956) was credited for annual styling updates 

introduced in the post war period, whereby: 

"Through psychological obsolescence, GM's president had guaranteed 

that his company would remain America's premier automobile producer 

for decades to come. Having none of his competitor's scruples about 

product durability, Sloan did his utmost to find new ways to decrease 

durability and increase obsolescence. "(Slade 2006, 43) 

Whilst manufacturers tread a fine line with product durability, the notion of planned 

obsolescence appeals to the consumer through the perceived benefits marketed in the new 

product. In this respect a 'need versus greed' argument is established in the consumers mind, 

and it is the challenge of marketing to create the sense of need (Papanek 1995, 110-176). 

(see; Appendix A) Consumers generally see only the finalised item in the showroom, without 

knowledge of the production processes, or interaction with its artisans. Therefore, production 

line fabrication and material processing/synthesis remain unseen by the consumer, and any 

of the environmental consequences (Sloman 2006, 82), such as energy intensive mining and 

smelting steel, become an unknown factor for the consumer (Datschefski 2002, 10) who sees 

the final presentation of the product only in the retail shop. 

Describing the engagement of the creat6rwith the product, Frauenfelder writes of the relative 

pleasure derived through experiencing product creation as a D.I.Y process of active learning 

and interaction with th6 item, whereby: 

"The planning, selection of tools and materials, creation of the 

workspace, method of construction, documentation, and final product of 

a DIY project are things to be savoured, not to be thought of as hassles 

or expenses. The end result of what a DIYer makes is important, but 

it's also a reminder of an experience that serves as its own reward." 

(Frauenfelder 2010, 220) 

In this case. Frauenfelder's experience is the opposite of the notion that buying more and 

more items will somehow lead to increased fulfilment (or happiness) in life (26), yet he 

describes interaction with items that he makes as rewarding, because he gains knowledge 

of the complete production process, from inception to realisation. Mass consumption, rather 

than extending product lifecydes by handing items down through generations, or repairing 

broken items, may develop an overreliance on obsolescence to create corporate profit. 

Where manufacturing efficiency increases the chance of a product becoming disposable, the 

consumer is encouraged to purchase the newest and latest "because the future of capitalism 

depends on if' (Barber 2007,51). 
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3. Mobility alternatives _. The bicycle 

"If car design had followed the same path [as cycle design], we would 

be driving Model A cars with titanium frames and the hand crank would 

be carbon fibre." (Had land 1994) 

Considering that modern culture regards the automobile as a " .. . prized possession that people 

will strive to retain" (Lonie 1980, 140)13, arranging alternatives for conventional automobility 

is no easy task, with congestion of the urban landscape, and the pollution they contribute 

environmentally (see, for example; Alvord 2000; Balish 2006; Holtz Kay 1997; Marsh and 

Collett 1989; Papanek 2009, 262; Sloman 2006) reflecting negatively on their ongoing use. 

Alvord (2000) maintains that it is possible to live a rich life without automobile dependency, by 

relying on public transport or bicycle use14. Nevertheless, it does seem to take considerable 

effort to maintain methods such as commuter cycling for any extended period, especially when 

climatic conditions are less favourable (rain, snow, wind), topography is hilly, (Parkin, Riley 

and Jones 2007, 80), or where transiting links (Mees 2010, 3) and poor, infrequent public 

transport service hampers commuting reliability 15 (see; Mees 2010, 111; Sexton 2009b). This 

i~~ where the mechanical speed / power and convenience of the automobile is advantageous 

in 1/:I(ge urban sprawl areas compared to the bicycle, with Sloman (2006), describing that 

"If you have one, a car has a lot of obvious advantages. It gets you to 

places that wo~/d be difficult to reach by public transport. It offers the 

luxury of not having to plan ahead - you can decide to nip into town, 

and there is no need to wait an hour for the next bus, or to time your 

trip so you can catch the last one hame. If you can afford an expensive 

model, your car tells other people something about your status .... Cars 

make us feel in control." (17) 

13 Although this report on transport infrastructure dates to 1980, it demonstrates the reliance of road 
infrastructure in planning, outcomes which have resulted in the development of roads that are in Utie today ('Monash' 
M'l Freeway - Melbourne). Usage of the car by individuals is reflected in government roads budgets. 

14 The bicycle proposed advantages of personal mobility over those of rail travel by " ... freeing cyclists from 
the train, locality and timetables and generating a sense of autonomous movement and speed" (Urry 2010, 112-
113). 

15 Linking all the public transport networks (bus, train and tram) with cycle routes and bicycle parking could 
aid in the convenience of promoting 'park and ride' commuting, expanded through Bicycle Victoria's 'Parkiteer' 
secure bic~'cle parking at selected metropolitan train stations. Rees (2010,191) does not advocate mass adoption 
of taking bicycles on-board trains, given space restrictions within carriages. 
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Figure 1: Cycling infrastructure, comparison: Melboqrne, Australia; Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

Figure (a)-(d): Melbourne 
(a): Clusters of bicycles 
locked to 'hoops' 
(b): Bicycle parking 
fixtures in Southbank 
(c): Dedicated bicycle 
lane in Docklands 
(d): Shared pedestrianl 
bicycle path, Gardiners 
Creek 
Trail, East .Malvern 

Figure (e)-(h): Amsterdam 
(e): Unlocked 
bicycles randomly 
clustered 
(f): Bicycle parking 
fixture 
(g): Dedicated 
bicycle lane near 
Central station 
(h): Separated 
bicycle lane from on 
street parking 

(r)-
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Figure 2: Melbourne Bicycle Share Scheme 

Figure (a)-(b): Vending 
layout for bicycles in 
Elizabeth Street (a); 
Southbank (b) 

':~' .. t,.p: » : • .. ·.,"',··~.~·I::··: 
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Figure (c)-(d): 'Tb comply with compulsory laws, helmets are available through vending 
machines (pictured here at Sout.hern Cro~5 train station); the helmets are sold for $5, which is 
taxpayer subsidised. 
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However, the bicycle also provides a low cost, compact, reliable, and convenient form of 

transport (see; Mapes 2009; Hurst 2009) in countries such as the Netherlands16 (see; 

Appendix B), where the bicycle is treated as a normal, everyday means of transport17, year 

round, regardless of weather conditions. Comfort and luggage capacity (Cox 2010,128-129) 

together with flexibility and safety perceptions, are areas where improvements could be made. 

These points remain a concern and barrier to cycling adoption - and therefore an advantage 

to automobile culture (Richardson, Vittouris, and Rose 2010, 3-4). Factors encouraging usage 

in this case indicate that the right mix of terrain, infrastructure and ingrained bicycle culture 

can contribute to successful mobility alternatives (Mapes, 2009), whilst density of the urban 

environment contribute to quick and short commutes (64) (Figure 1a-1h). 

An example of a successfully integrated public bike share system is found in Paris where the 

Velib is available free for the first half hour. This system creates a new element in the public 

transport mix of individual (Cox 2010) travel as opposed to the usual collective system as we 

know it in bus, train or tram commute. The local equivalent to the Paris bike hire scheme in 

Melbourne, Victoria (Figure 2a-2d) suggests that patronage (at the time of thesis publication) of 

the scheme is " ... disappointing" (Preiss 2011), with commuter deterrents such as compulsory 

helmet laws (The Age, Editorial 2010) contributing to the lack of use for impulsive trips such as 

short errands or quick links between other modes of transport (train station to tram or bus stop). 

As such, this would seem to indicate that investment, while worthwhile in transport diversity, 

can only succeed if public perception is lived up to in the execution of the infrastructure. 

Evidence of investment ahead of current levels of demand, evident during the development of 

bicycle infrastructure in Portland, Oregon, (see; Mapes 2009, 141-168; Dill 2009; Dill and Carr 

2003) suggests that creation of trends may occur, by providing a solid foundation for cultural 

change, thus increasing public confidence in the promotion of 'everyday' cycling mobility, as it 

is seen to be officially sanctioned. 

Solutions to the handling of bicycle infrastructure, when promoting cycling as a part of daily 

life, are many and varied, with John Forrester (1993) actively encouraging defiance against 

separation 18 of cycling and road infrastructure, arguing that cyclists have the "right to the 

road"19 (see; Hurst 2009, 100-102, 136; Mapes 2009, 43). Mapes also cites informal protests 

such as those through the activist group "Critical Mass" (2009, 99) as raising the awareness 

of cycling to both motorists and the general public. 

16 According to Mapes (2009, 84), immigrants to the Netherlands from other European regions are less 
likely to be cyclists, which possibly indicates immigrants exposure to car culture, or lack of exposure to bicycle 
culture. 

17 Bicycle use is being abandoned in regions of China, whereby (t ••• 60 per cent of Beijing's work force cycled 
to work in 1998, but only 20 per cent cycled in 2002." (Gilbert and Perl 2008, 75) 

18 It is described by Mapes (2009, 43) and Abbott and Wilson (1995, 259) that Forrester's intention is to 
create equal rights that a cyclist could use a road along with a motor vehicle driver, witt10ut the need for segregating 
cyclists for protection though physical separation from other forms of transport (through using cycle lanes). 

19 There has been press discussion that cyclists should pay registration fee for the right to use their bicycles 
on the road network, which is primarily funded through automobile users. However, 3S described through a media 
article written by Sexton (2009a), most bicycle riders also have a drivers licence (and car). 
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Further discouragement of automobile transport20 is cited by Gilbert and Perl (2008, 2, 119-136) 

and Hurst (2009, 134), through the reasoning that making automotive mobility unaffordable 

through petroleum price increase, will force consideration of modal use. Though forcing the 

consumer to abandon automobile travel is described as valid for European regions, where 

It ••• the workforce tends to live close to their jobs" (ibid), the application of such a technique 

in Australia may set up disadvantage based on where a person lives (Lowe 1990, 5), or their 

income, as a consequence of factors such as regional job availability, housing affordability 

in CBO versus outer suburbs, sedentary or active lifestyles (Sloman 2006, 26, 43) and the 

transport infrastructure available (either car, bicycle or public). 

3.1 Distributing bicycles through reuse I DJ.Y. 

AddreSSing transport accessibility to poorer communities could be derived from either diverting 

obsolete or unwanted bicycles through donation programs such as the African 'Bicycle 

Empowerment Network' (Cox 2010, 145) by restoring or rebuilding bicycles for distribution. 

Furthermore, bicycle recycling programs in western countries, such as 'Re-cycle'21or 'Australian 

Goodwill Bicycles Abroad'22, provide relieffrom transport inequality with a much more efficient23 

method of travelling long distances than walking (Cox 2010, 142). Initiatives such as Afribike, 

supported by The World Bank's Rural Travel and Transport Program (see; White, Erlank and 

Luzolo 2004; Servaas 2000), offer training in bicycle repair and maintenance, and therefore a 

pathway for employment and supporting the community. 

The relative simplicity of the bicycle allpws for both low production designs, through 

developments such as the 'Bamboo bike'24 by Craig Calfee (Figure 3a), and O.I.Y (Oo-It

Yourself) bikes; 'OpenCargoBike' (Moreno and Wagner 201 0, 172-173) (Figure 3b, 3c); 'Ber/in 

Bamboo bikes'25 workshop; {Cognitive Cycles Bamboo Bikes '26 , or bamboo recumbents made 

by Klaus Volkmann27, whereby the traditional, intensely refined ore based materials such as 

20 . "Charging for congestion", is described by Mees (2010, 44-49) as a possible method of reducing 
a~tomoblle use, however, the model of "road pricing" applied in Singapore appears to make " .. . car travel more 
attractive, especially for those who can afford to pay the charge" (47) 

21 See; http://www.re-cycle.org/ 

22 See; http://goodwillbicycles.coml 

23 ,The bicycle is. ~aid to be 5 times as efficient as walking by Gallagher (1992, 49), because the rider con-
serves his energy by Slttl~g down and pedalling in a smooth, continuous motion (unlike walking where the feet hit 
the .gr~und and the body rises and falls). Mees (2010, 38) states that: "Walking and cycling produce no greenhouse 
emISSIOns and are the only truly sustainable travel modes. Public transport generally produces lower emissions 
per passenger than cars, but the difference depends on ... " propulsion energy source (electricity from coal, nuclear, 
solar ... ) and occupancy (number of passengers). 

24 A similar type of bamboo bicycle is also described by Hidalgo (2003, 534) 

25 See; www.berlin-bamboo-bikes.org/ride 

26 See; www.bamboobikes.com.au 

27 See; http://ecobamboobikes.blogspot.com 
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steel28 , aluminium or carbon fibre tubular sections, have been replaced by bamboo culms. 

Although the bicycle is geometrically simple in its parts (Manzini 1989, 100-101), such methods 

of construction for bamboo bicycles rely on cutting and joining sections to form the bicycle 

frame, which is a labour intensive, low volume and skilled process, which is reflected in the 

retail price for Calfee Designs bicycles, exceeding $4S00USD. Part of the issue with asking a 

premium price for a material which has traditionally had poor 'product associations', is realised 

through perceptions of bamboo via interviews conducted by van der Lugt: 

{(B6'cause in the past bamboo was used in many low end traditional 

products of poor quality, bamboo as a resource is commonly associated 

with these products ... product associations [such as] "rustic furniture" ... 

"fences", {(basketry", "fishing rods" and "plant SUppOltS" ... bamboo is 

commonly associated with China, a country that currently has poor 

image in sustainabifity ... and quality. In general, people also believe that 

giant pandas only fe'ed on bamboo and could go extinct because of the 

mass harvesting of bamboo for material production in China." 

(van dar Lugt 2008, 3'17)2'J 

The case that Calfee presents can be reinterpreted as elevating the prestige of bamboo, as not 

only being a sustainable material choice, but also one which has unique technical advantages, 

such as allowing the feel of the bicycle to be fine-tuned through the use of different sub species 

of bamboo. Advocates for development of bamboo bikes state that the aim of a natural material 

approach is to utilise a locally obtainable resource, whereby bamboo, as a general material can 

contribute to the local economy and be utiliesd for a range of different construction purposes 

(Moktan, et al. 2009), including that of the 'Bamboo Bike Project'3o. However, a purely 'bicycle' 

orientated approach may not be suitable for every application of mobility, such as the need to 

carry cargo, or for example, transport patients to hospital. Therefore, encouraging diversified 

structure of the vehicle itself through velomobiles, or rickshaws, could provide an opportunity 

for specialised and adaptable mobility, with minimal reliance on the automobile. 

28 The amount of resources for material refinement is highlighted by Datschefski (2002. 10). whereby a chair 
has; If.,. the steel for the frame ... made in Europe from pig iron from are that had been dug out of huge open-cast 
mine in Brazil that had originally been forested land. The mining took a lot of energy -- digging, crushing and pro
cessing metal ores uses 7% of global energy consumption. The steel mill burned about 20kg of coal to make the 
steel for my chair. /I 

29 The relative barriers to Western cultural adoption of bamboo and perceptions are discussed by van der 
Lugt, van den Dobbelsteen and Abrahams (2003). 

30 See; www.bamboobikeproject.org 
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Figure 3: D.I.Y. creation ofhicyc1es 

Craig Calfee (right) speaks with a resident 
In too Millennium Village and explains 
how he'if ~ able 10 build his own bike. 

Figure (a): Craig Calfee bamboo 
bicycle 

Figure (b)-(c): 'OpenCargoBike' can be 
reconfigured to suit the user, and uses a 
number of repeated parts for the frame (:: 
construction (Moreno and Wagner i: 
2010, 172~173). 
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4. Human-powered vehicle alternatives to the bicycle 

The production of the bicycle, when introduced, had an effect of providing It ••• autonomy from 

timetables provided by horse-based travel" (Urry 2010, 113), an outcome fUlther popularised 

by automobile use which provided comforts of an enclosed space (see; Marsh and Collett 

1989, 11, 25, 53, 156-161; Mees 2010, 13; Sachs 1992, 9). 

Early adaptation of bicycles to be enc:losed with partial/full fairing was used to create 

streamlined forms to enhance speed for racing or breaking records (Abbott and Wilson 1995, 

99-103). Diversification of human-powered vehicles brought advantages to traditional bicycle 

culture by: It ••• tak[ing] less energy, go[ing] faster .. . safer and more comfortable, provid[ing] 

more weather protection, and even are more manoeuvrable than standard bicycles" (Abbott 

and Wilson 1995, 110,258-259). However, there are also 'handicaps' to this form of vehicle, 

namely additional complexity, package design, weight, maintenance, strange appearance 

It ••• prompting comments from passersby" (Abbott and Wilson 1995, 111) and road visibility / 

intergration issues (see; RTA Submission to the Staysafe inquiry into vulnerable road users 

- Motorcyclists and cyclists 2010, 109-110). It is also noted that barriers towards commuter 

adoption of HPVs need to be solved through engineering, design, convenience and safety 

(118, 257): 

(( ... HPVs will probably remain a very minor part of the future transportation 

mix. However, the technology of lightweight high-efficiency, low-energy

consumption vehicles that has been developed for HPVs may have an 

impoltant impact on future transporiation." 

(Abbott and Wilson 1995, 111) 

Recumbent vehicles can come in two main formats, either semirecumbent, or fully recumbent, 

whereby the latter is generally only used for racing and speed attempts because vision is 

obscured from the near horizontal rider position - making it difficult for both rider and other 

road users (Abbott and Wilson 1995, '113). 

The semirecumbent style is noted as being safer than regular bicycles (Abbott and Wilson 

1995, 118) because of; low set steering ~ontrols reducing handle bar injuries of traditional 

bicycles; reduced likelihood of pedals touching the ground during cornering; ease of steadying 

the vehicle during hill descents by applying feet to the ground surface and, relaxed seating 

which promotes communication with other road users (see; Fehlau 2006,37,41-42,45).31 

Broadening the HPV category further, are vehicles such as VelomobilesNelocars - which 

are three/four wheeled recumbents (Abbott and Wilson 1995, 114-116; Schmitz 1999-2000). 

These offer the suggestion of automobile alternatives, which can provide storage, fairings 

and multiple seats in many combinations, while in both Asia and India, rickshaws and cycle

rickshaws, remain popular for passenger and cargo use (see; Cox 2010, 165-188; Gallagher, 
1992; Telfer 2002). 

31 Criticisms of recumbents, such as " ... that they can't climb hills, that they're dangerous in traffic ... spring 
from ignorance, and have more to do with fear of the unknown than with reality" (Fehlau 2006, 1). 
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4.1 Velomobiles 

Cox (2010, 129), citing Van de Walle (2004), describes the velomobile as being Jr ••• the ultimate 

level of innovation in human-powered vehicles ... which encloses the seated [sic]-positioned 

rider within an integral bodyshell, providing weatherproofing and luggage-carrying capacity". 

Fehlau (2006, 43) reinforces these points, also describing "the velomobile [as] a vehicle 

designed to replace a car ... They have thorough waterproofing, cargo capacity and safety 

features - and often full fairings which give them plenty of speed." 

Therefore, it would seem that the velomobile links aspects from both the bicycle (human power 

or assisted propulsion) andthe automobile, by offering an enclosed space for the occupant and 

comfort of a seated position, together with luggage capacity32, resulting in a hybrid package. 

Fuchs (2001), states that the velomobile is a Jr • • .fully faired recumbent vehicle for everyday 

use".33 Nevertheless owing to bicycle and road infrastructure, promoting the feature, J: these 

low volume production HPVs (as well as recumbents and velomobiles) is somewhat difficult 

as: 

" ... improvements in vehicles [automobiles] and roads may increase the 

use of HPVs somewhat, a large shift in the methods and patterns of 

transportation would require aligning the costs and benefits of alternative 

forms of transportation to more closely represent actual economics." 

(Abbott and Wilson 1995, 258) 

Evolution of design and construction have progressed throughout the years (see Appendix C), 

with carbon fibre, fibreglassing and CNC moulding techniques becoming accessible to D.I.Y 

practitioners (Figure 4h) for one off or small scale production (Van De Walle 2004, 63). These 

methods contribute to performance improvements of the parts (strength, wear resistance) and 

weight savings, with an understanding of aerodynamics contributing to enhanced efficiency 

of these vehicles (Cox and Van De Walle 2007, 127). Recognisable brands promoted for 

daily urban use, include off-the-shelf solutions consisting of faired and non-faired recumbent 

tricycles - which could be modified by the end user - from niche makers34
: Alleweder (Figure 

4a), TerraTrike (Figure 4b), Greenspeed (Figure 4c) or Trisled (Figure 4d), where much of 

the development of velomobiles is the result of individual D.I.Y contribution (Van De Walle 

2004, 61). 

Design concepts which diversify into hybrid electric vehicles such as the Sinclair X-1 (Figure 

4e), Go-One (electric option) (Figure 4f), Solarlab Solarcab I Rickshaw (Figure 4g), provide 

direction for pathways velomobiles could take, yet Cox and Van de Walle describe velomobiles 

32 See Fehlau (2006, 124-125)for storage solutions for recumbent vehicles. 

33 Fairing design for recumbent vehicles, including discussion of aerodynamics and different materials for 
their constriction is noted by Fehlau (2006, 140-167). 

34 The cost of velomobiles, described by Fusch (2001, 22) is a hindrance to market popularity: n ••• 

US$5500.00 is far higher than that of most upright bicycles. The breakthrough would be if everyone could find a 
velomobile that fits the demands of daily commuting. " 
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as having a deficient 'identity' when compared to full size cars. These are compound effects 

because of relative lack of legal category for classification (Richardson, Vittouris, and Rose 

2010, 5), sharing with other vehicles - an issue raised specifically when the electric Sinclair C5 

vehicle was released (see; Dale 1985, 168-170). Issues regarding road visibility between the 

Sinclair C5 and other vehicles prompted criticism from the British Safety Council (Dale 1985, 

169), whereby, to date, visibility of recumbents cycles (a category which includes velomobiles) 

presents an ongoing global problem for debate, while the layout interface and ergonomics 

integration must be carefully balanced if velomobiles and recumbents are to be recommended 

for daily use: 

Jr •• the risk is that a velornobile will be perceived as an expensive, heavy, 

complex, farge and difficult to park bicycle with extra wheel(s) and a 
body on top .... this is the equivalent of expecting a car to embody the 

benefits of a motorcycle, or calling a car a (four-whee/ed, streamlined, 

recumbent motorcycle." (Cox and Van De Walle 2007, 126) 

Figure 4: Variants ofVelomobiles 

Figure (a): Alleweder 
(b): TerraTirke 
(c): Greenspeed 
(d): Trisled 

Figure (e)! Sinclair XII 
(f): Go~One 
(g): Solarlab rickshaw 
(h): D.I.Y construction 
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4.2 Rickshaws for passenger and cargo use 

Rickshaws, provide employment for many, in terms of drivers, maintenance, commerce and 

loads they carry (GC\lIagher 1992, 6), and are seen in a negative light by some, including 

government as: 

"Slow-moiling vehicles such as pedal-rickshaws. push and pull caris, 

etc should be gradually eliminated through development of automotive 

vehicles and training of existing operators for such vehic/f3s. " 

(Government of Bangladesh 1985) 

The justification for removal of such vehicles was that rickshaw pulling was dishonorable, 

yet Gallagher (1992) describes that such a job was no more dishonorable than other forms 

of manual hard labour (10). Furthermore, the visible imagel'Y of rickshaw pulling was seen 

to be a representation of an under-developed society. Gallagher also describes that design 

faults of the rickshaw are mainly the cause of " ... bicycle components [being] u6ed in a tricycle 

role" (15), with low gear ratios, frame strength issues, brakes and steering inappropriate 

for the purpose. Rajvanshi (1999--2000) believes that with modification of the gear system, 

suspension, aerodynamics and the introduction of a hybrid electric/pedal system, rickshaws 

can still make a valuable contribution to affordable mobility, and help control pollution, even 

replacing the autorickshaws that were intended to phase out the cycle rickshaw. 
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5. Natural material alternatives 

Industrial use of natural materials, applied by DaimlerChrys/er in production amounts to (t ••• 

about 30 different natural fibre reinforced materials ... present in the vehicle interior of the 

e-Glass model" (Schloesser 2004, 283). In addition, the natural fibre parts such as Flaxl 
sisal/wood (door panels), wool fibre moulded material (instrument panel support), and Cotton 

Fibre (seat backrest panel), save over 22kg in total vehicle w(·ight. Other manufacturers 

investigating natural materials in automotive usage, such as Mitsubishi Motors35, developed 

a similar effect with compression and mixing of fibrous bamboo material with a 'plant based 

resin', polybutylene succinate, and together, both research i1Vestigations form the possibility 

of environmental gain through grown biomass36 , and weight savings which might lead to 
increased vehicle effiCiency. 

Global pressures relating to emIssIons legislation, namely CO
2 

production (Smith 2011), 

indicate that diversity with respect to natural material usage and consumption is critical for 

offsetting pollution (Montreal Process Implementation Group for Australia 2008, 112). 

Whilst the foundation of emissions and legislation regarding limiting carbon dioxide production 

is still a debate for parliamentary process (Emissions Trading Scheme Discussion Paper, 

2008), industry must also be prepared to proactively adjust production habits. For example37 , 

designers such as Franz von Holzhausen (Tesla Motors) recognise the importance of material 
diversity stating that: 

Ifl think we will no longer see cars made with a majority of steel or 

aluminium but a hybrid of green plastics, metals and environmentally 

intf:iitgent materials. I would love to see a 100 per cent recycled mass 

produced vehicle in 20 yp 8rs and hope to be leading the charge." 
(Dominguez 2010) 

Diversification of material processes combining natural and synthetic materials extend 

to research and development concept ideation, with some notable examples such as the 

Rinspeed BamBoo (Figure 5a), promoting bamboo fibre usage through interior componentry 

("BamBoo" - the Pure Roots of Mobility), and the Mini Biomoke (Figure 5b) concept utilising 

material for the body It ••• made from a single sheet of biodegradable sandwich panel, implanted 

with palm tree seeds" (Blackburn 2006). Other conceptual vehicles such as the Toyota 1 IX 

(Figure 5c) proposes that " ... the roof ... made of lightweight bio-plastic manufactured from 

enVironmentally responsible materials [is] derived from kenaf and ramie plants" (Toyota 
Environmental Update - Forty-ninth issue 2008). 

35 'Plant-based parts', by Terasawa, et al. (2008), use "bamboo-fibre board" and "PLA fibre floor mat" in the 
Mitsubishi iMiEV, where the "Life Cycle Assessment" of bamboo has advantages to Polypropylene components in 
absorbing CO2 in the growing phase. 

36 Carbon sequestration is an additional advantage of using natural materials. Yen and Lee (2011) describe 
that bamboo has sequestration benefits over timber because of its fast growth and production. 

37 Discussed in a media artical, Dominguez (2010) seeks opinions on styling attributes of various vehicles 
from automotive designers and asks them "What will cars be made of in 20 years?" 
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This shows that ideas concerning material diversification are evident within industry, which 

hopefully, with further development and practical application, eventuates in consumer variants. 

Commentary regarding the use of natural materials such as wood in vehicles is presented as a 

further necessity due to the advent of reliable electric drivetrains, as noted by Tadashi Tateuchi 

(FUjimoto 2007), in which the longevity of the motor and lithium-ion battery may outlast the 

vehicle body (including plastic and fibre-reinforced plastic) (Figure 6a). 

"/ have been thinking for many years about what the best type of body 

would be for electric vehicles. I rhought of wooden structures as Horyuji 

Temple. 1/1.1ith some upkeep, they last more than [sic] thousand of 

years ... Wood can be disassembled and reused, and finally it can be 

burned." (Fujimoto 2007) 

Furthermore, an advocate for natural material use, artisan Kenneth Cobonpue discusses the 

proposal for natural materials being used for automobiles38
: 

"I'm trying to develop a car made out of bamboo and carbon fibre. Is 

that achievable? I think so, yeah." (Morris 2009) 

An approach to body design which would allow material composting at end of life could be 

proposed though regeneration of biomass from plants, rather than recycling materials which 

require further refinement before reuse. Dr Christopher Cattle, a practitioner of grown furniture 

(Figure 6d-6e) , describes in his dissertation for grown furniture, (Cattle 2002) that natural 

materials such as timber having an advantage over the 'extraction and conversion to the 

raw material' (14-15) required by ferrous and plastic pressed materials, with natural materials 

creating the feeding ground for future crops from either their own waste matter (ie. leaf litter, 

damaged branches decomposing) or their remnants39
. Green (2006, 20), describes wood as 

" ... organic, associated with nature in its wild and domesticated forms", whereby modification 

of the natural material, imposed by mass production to create many identicai products, can 

also be simulated through synthetic processes, with: 

Uthe plastic replica, wherever it is used, is inescapably the mark of the 

economically disadvantaged or socially and aesthetically unaware. 

Captains of industry g' ; real wood in their boardrooms and offices. 

Foot soldiers do not" (Green 2006, 22). 

Van der Lugt also describes the use of material substitution in the role of replication of materials, 

with reference to "steel/plastic chairs mimicking bamboo" (2008, 309), primarily because of 

the ability of different types of materials to " ... evoke certain associations and emotions}} (ibid) 

with steel being - "clean, cold, precise}} (Ashby and Johnson 2002,74), and wood " ... naturally 

38 Since this reference has been made, Cobonpue has created a vehicle concept named "Phoenix" using a 
combination of natural materials (rattan, bamboo), and man-made materials (steel, carbon fibre) (Coxworth 2011) 
(Fugure 6c) 

39 The idea of "Waste equals food" is introduced by McDonough anJ Braungart (2002, 92) whereby natural 
processes of composting provide the nutrients for growth of future organisms (plants). 
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textured, light in weight and feels warm" (1 08). Natural materials such as wood have a distinct 

advantage over substitutions, with two levels of appreciation; that of the object in a natural 

environment (national parks, urban reserves, forests), and the modification of raw material 

into another form, with sustainable forest timber being used for products such as furniture, 

transport (Figure 6b) and building construction. 40 Familiarity and the long history of the human 

connection with timber indicates that it has been touched, smelt, bent, broken, cut, strained, 

stressed, dried, wetted, burned and maybe even tasted by most humans (Manzini 1989,31) 

- these factors contribute to a catalogue of uses and experience, there isn't much that hasn't 

been attempted. 

Techniques which implement both the living plant, and crafting a product in a single process, is 

explored in the field of 'Arborsculpture', especially through the formation of both sculpture and 

furniture, though the technique has been used for both ship building through the formation of 

shape modified trees or "compass timbers" (Miller 2000, 136-138; Roth 1988, 96) and other 
large structures. 

As described by Watts (2011), plant shape modification of the Ficus elastica has been utilised 

to great effect in suspended structures with the creation of living root bridges (found in 

Cherrapunji, North-east India) which " ... can support the weight of as many as 50 people at 

a time" (129). Cattle (2002) terms the use of plant shape modification as an educational tool 

to inform people of the effort involved in material production, primarily by illustrating the time 
taken for timber to become harvestable, stating that: 

"By showing people} particularly children, how it is possible to produce 

useful and attractive things by working with the natural process of 

growth} I'm trying to change their attitudes to their surroundings" 

Dr Christopher Cattle (Reames 2007, 102) 

Figure 5: Automobile concepts using natural materials 

Concep:u~ vehicles such ~s these) present ?ne opportunity for companies to gain feedback regarding market 
perceptIOns of new materIals or tec~ologles. ~onceptual ideas may have merit for diversifying production 
process,,Yet, factors such as productIOn costs or Immature technology can limit bringing these ideas to volume 
productIOn. 

~rou Presenti~g a solution for sustaina~le timber use in the building industry, the Montreal Process Implementation 
" p for Australia (200~, 112-1.13) descnbes that forest management impacts of carbon production, noting that: 
t" .wood pro~ucts nor':1a,/y reqUire less energy to make and therefore emit less carbon dioxide during manufacture 
han ~/ternatJVe matermls such as steel, concrete and aluminium ... New building technologies should soon make it 

POStSlb1,e to replac~ greenhouse-gas intensive concrete, steel and aluminium with wooden construction in buildings 
up 0 0 storeys high." 
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Figure 6: Natural material use in products 

(b) 

Figure (a): Setagaya 1 
(b): Craig Calfee 

bamboo bike 
(c): Kenneth 

Cobonpue 'Phoenix' 
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6. Functional and visual attributes of bamboo 

"Sustainability requires reliance on renewable resources that can be 

as available in the future as they are today." (Gilbert and Perl 2008, 2) 

Bamboo was chosen for investigation due its rapid growth when compared to other naturally 

sourced materials, such as timber (:see; Ashby and Johnson 2002, 231; Bess and Wein, 

2001; Farrelly 1996; Hidalgo 2003; van der Lugt 2007; 2008; Vogtlander, van der Lugt and 

Brezet 2010; Yen and Lee 2011) 41. Growth patterns of bamboo are linked to grasses, such as 

jute and kenaf, yet bamboo compares well to composites such as glass fibre in mechanical 

performance42 tests (Yamaguchi and Fujii 2004, 306). Velez (2000) describes that bamboo 

canes can be used for housing construction purposes after a growing period of three to five (up 

to eight) years, and tr1at the " .. . yield is up to 25 times higher than timber" (151), thus providing 

industry with access to a sustainable resource which offers rapid regeneration (Oprins and 

van Trier 2006, 110). 

Furthermore, Londono (2003) refers to a genus related to tt'ie more common bamboos of the 

bambusa family, the Guadua (Guadua angustifolia) (Farrelly 1984, 122-131; Hidalgo 2003,36-

40) which has a " ... strength/weight ratio which sutpasses that of most woods and may even 

be compared to steel and some high-tech fibres" (Londono 200~3, 34)43, showing possibilities 

for material substitution. The versatility of bamboo permits ap~lications in the form of raw 

material - culms (Velez 2000) (Figurc~ 7a-7c) , composites (Figure 7d, e, i, j) (Hidalgo 2003, 

163-175,199-221; Okubo, Fujii and Yamamoto 2004)44 and laminates (176-197) (Figure 7f), 

with wastage from leaf material forming the basis for livestock fodder (Figure 7g) (Lewis and 

Miles 2007, 84-85), or small new shoots (baby culms) harvested for nutritional food (92-105) 

(Figure 7h). 

Each material 'state' has unique characteristics allowing the creation of cross disciplinary 

products, while utilising a single material, varying from architectural construction, product 

design, or artistic practices; for example: 

"Bamboo's characteristics of lightness, strength, and flexibility, plus 

its natural sheen, have led to its utility as construction material, rope, 

fencjng, fish and animal traps, bows and arrows, fly fishing rods, farm 

and garden tools, furniture, kitchen implements, musical instruments, 

religious articles, and of course, for baskets." (Coffland 1999, 7) 

41 Stated by van der Lugt (2007, 43) that: "Bamboo grows nearly five times faster than the average tree", 
"The record growth for bamboo is 1.22 metre per day (f) ... " (85). 

42 Mechanical properties of bamboo, such as tensile and compression strength are discussed in detail 
by Hidalgo (2003, 79-93), with tensile strength vall1es for different species given (87), strength for scaffolds and 
structures is also discussed by Chung and Yu (2002). 

43 See; Farrelly (1984,143). 

44 Suggested by Huang (2007, 2), bamboo fibres used for biodegradable plastics, state that rapid growth 
of bamboo could yield frequent harvests for extracting the "micro/nano-sized bamboo fibrils" (fibres); see; Liese 
(1998.58). 

I 
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Figure 7: Examples of bamboo applications 

Figure (a)-(c): (Velez 2000) 
(a) Construction uses of 

bamboo - interface with other 
materials (108) 

(b) Structural usage for 
housing and shelter (120) 

(c) External skeleton 
structures in the form of scaffold 
(140) 

These examples illustrate the relationship that humans can have with one material) in this case, 
bamboo. Building structures can be constructed simply from joining sections, whereby at a macro 
level, the method seems straightforward. However, duplication of simple construction techniques 
applied over a large scale can sill produce impressive scale. 
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Figure (d)-(e): Composite 
bamboo through compressed 
fibres (Hidalgo 2003, 30) 

(f): Bamboo laminate 
surfboard (187) 

(g): Li 'estock feed 
(Lewis and Miles 2007,85) 

(h): Baby bamboo 
culms for consumable (edible) 
purposes (96) 

(i)-(j): Aeroplane (XL-
14 Maya) made with a bamboo 
fuselage (Hidalgo 2003, 432) 

Monomateriality of bamboo leaves a positive impression that a single material can fulfil the needs of 
many different industries. 

I 
I 
I 
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Through the creativity of applications using the raw material, especially in Asian regions such 

as Japan, utmost respect is given to artisans who dedicate themselves to perfecting bamboo 

craft, which can take years to master. Learning the craft of Japanese bamboo art requires 

the formation of 'master-disciple relationships', with Rinne and Okada (2008) specifically 

mentioning three regions in the country renowned for this system; "Western Japan, Eastern 

Japan, and Kyushu" (15). 

Skills following such bamboo crafts also seem to be transferable for other applications, with 

research by the Institute of Science and Technology, Manila, leading to experiments in 'woven 

bamboo panels' for light aircraft (Farrelly 1984, 16). The application of bamboo in the 'XL-14 

Maya' experimental aircraft (Figure 7i-7j) notes that " ... bamboo mat can readily be used 

for cantilever and stressed skin construction for all types of light aircraft adapted to wood 

or plywood frame construction", with the woven panels coated in a glue and "fine soft-wood 

sawdust" to seal the surface (Hidalgo 2003, 432-433). The conclusion of the test roport is 

noted by Hidalgo (434) and comments on the feedback from the experimental pilots state: 
" ... good damping characteristics of shock loads as well as good [sic] 

sound-absorption qualities." 

See; Appendix E: Visit to "Bamboo Australia" plantation for images of a bamboo plantation. 
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7. Experimental Methodology 

Initial phases of the experimental action research, were driven by the desire to seek a unique 

application using bamboo, and combine this with unorthodox production techniques. Despite 

the fact that the idea of 'growing a vehicle' could be viewed as fanciful or unconventional, the 

decision was made to proceed with experiments on the grounds that they would provide a 

foundation for understanding the capabilities and limitations of bamboo. 

This factor of bein9 'in touch' with the process of experimental making is reinforced by 

Frauenfelder, who states learning outcomes derived from active making provide: 

"[a] .. . sense of control and accomplishment ... from doing something 

yourself, [through] using your own hands and mind. " 

(Frauenfelder 2010, 30) 

7.1 Material Exploration Experiments 

The first experiments of material exp!:xation were built upon the idea from Schloesser (2004) 

relating to the inclusion of natural fibres as a substitute for materials such as fibreglass, 

together with the product design pieces from designers Eliza Noordhoek, Daan van Rooijen 

and Jared Huke (van der Lugt 2007,36-38,40-43,121). In these instances, casting or setting 

of fibre/plant material has been utilised to create form. However, these methods described 

a process of material SUbstitution (chipboard or compressed fibre already exists using timber 

pulps), rather than contribution towards a new production method. 

Further material experimentation was conducted, and is annotated within Appendix D, 
whereby: 

• Knitting with yarn made from bamboo fibre (or natural materials such as 

jute), whereby it was proposed that patterns of a vehicle skeleton could 

produce flat pack sections which would be expanded Up0rl fabrication, and 
set in resin. 

• Bamboo poles were purchased and heat manipulated to gain an 

understanding of the energy required and the limitations in form complexity. 

• Scaled experiments using shape manipulation of growing bamboo plants. 

• Manipulating the shape of bamboo culm walls from their natural circular 

shape through a compression growing method. 
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8. Development of the 'Ajiro' Human Powered Vehicle 

Whilst it can be inferred that following aesthetic parameters in constructed products can be 

a combined effort between intuition, appealing to the senses, and balanced combination 

of artistic/en~}ineering principals (Ashby and Johnson 2002, 14-15, 113-114), the response 

to aesthetic forms in the final concept of the Ajiro, represents only one of many possible 

outcomes which could be varied in visual appearance (see; Moore 2008, 20; Hume 196545), 

Developmental options will be explored to investigate construction methods using bamboo, 

while taking into account its structural or aesthetic limitations. Bamboo, for example, is unable 

to form complex angles in shape modified sections, and therefore a sympathetic approach 

appreciating this fact will be applied, rather than as an exercise which dictates styling to fulfil a 

preconceived formula which would be unachievable in naturally grown vehicle. 

With these considerations in mind, the design concept 'Ajiro' (Figure 8a-d), a partial fairing 

velomobile, was designed using the natural ability of the bamboo to grow while being shape 

modified pre-harvest, allowing the possibility of 'growing a vehicle'. The height of the vehicle 

was designed to be significantly taller than current velomobiles (typically under 900mm tall) for 

greater visibility (see; Chapter 4: page 40-41), through maintaining semi-recumbent seating 

and extend inn the roof profile approximately 250mm from head height, while also maintaining 

100mm ground (;Iearance (for travelling over speedbumps etc) for a total proposed height 

of 1135mm. The design of the Ajiro frame is primarily based upon experimentation with 

growing threE! dimensional compound curves, sketch development (Figure 9a-g) as well as 

experimentin~~ with the degree to which bamboo can form tight radii through a growing process 

without post-production intervention'of steam and heat bending (Figure 9h). Furthermore, the 

experiments hope to provide insight into how growing bamboo can achieve delicate transitions 

between curves. The Ajiro is representative of one such solution to growing a form, and is not 

indicative of a limitation with the material, given full investigation is still in its infancy. 

Figure 8: Renderings of the )\jird Concept 

"OfThe Standard Of Taste" (Hume 1965) by David Hume comments on the parameters which may alter 

'jgement or perception of any visual or audible object. 
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Figure 9: Development and digital sketches Image (b) 
Image (c) 
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Figure 9: Development and digital sketches (h) - Images grouped 

Plant origin 

Vehicle frame rationale: One side of the grown frame (one plant), opposing side is a mirror image. 

End 

One side of the seat bracing frame (one plant). 

c::-, 

Join 

Joined seat bracing frame (two plants). 
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8.1 Exploring grown transportation 

The potential for bamboo to fulfil production requirements is based on the characteristics of 

fast growth and strength advantages over timber (see Section 6). Manzini (1989) describes 

material characteristics as being a valid reason for its suitability to be integrated into a design, 
with: 

'~ craftsman's knowledge and skill lie in his ability to integrate a natural 

component in the artifice he has mastered. He does this not out of an 

ethical choice due to his respect for nature, but out of pure practical 
need" (Manzini 1989, 30) 

In the case of the Ajiro concept, the use of bamboo may be perceived as ethical, or sustainable 

due to its biomass qualities (see; Christanty, Mailly and Kimmins 1996; Nath, Das and Das 

2009; Scurlock, Dayton and Hames 2000; Yen, Ji and Lee 2010); ability to control salinity; 

prevent soil erosion through its fibrous root mass (Farrelly 1984, 285-286; Soderstrom and 

Calderon 1979, 167; White and Childers 1945) and helping to rejuvinate areas of poor soil 

quality (Singh and Singh 1999). However, the key consideration is that the material allows for 

the ability to promote shape modified vehicle frame parts, pre-harvest, which is the primary 
'practical need' of the design proposal. 

Natural production in the horticultural field relies on 'part matching', whereby culm comparison 

between plant species, either at different plant locations, or within the same rhizome parent, 

is needed for product consistency46 (Figure 10a, 10b). Factors such as culm circumference, 

strength of the plant, or genetic mutations of the species (Saporito and Mavition 2010. 7) 

may contribute to variations while additionally, biological factors such as fungi, borers or 

termites (see; Farrelly 1984, 226; Hidalgo 2003, 65-69; Lewis and Miles 2007, 56-62) may 

affect structural integrity of the plant. As described by Janssen (2010, 3): "Standardization 

is virlual/y impossible, because of the variation in sizes. Only in the joins can an attempt to 

standardization be successful. ", therefore, in order to combat plant mismatching, vehicle parts 

would be grown separately, and then appropriately paired and graded to another plant within 
the grove. 47 

Mechanical properties and Variances between species is noted by Janssen (2010, 12-17). 

The relative 'defects' of a natural material, are described by Manzini (1989, 28) as obstacles, but also " ... 
c:mpt variations". This would be similar to a process of grown prodUction, as being described in the 'Ajiro' concept, 
'~ndardization) or perfection of a naturally grown plant will be difficult to continuously replicate. 
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The selected species of bamboo, Bambusa Oldhamii, (Farrelly 1984, 184) (Figure 11a) and 

Bambusa textilis Gracilis were both chosen for fast growth characteristics. The Oldhamii 

species with a total height of twelve meters is sufficient to form the tubular components of a 

frame, while also being a clumping bambo048 • Bambusa textilis Gracilis grows to a height of 

approximately six meters, whilst being "one of the hardiest bamboos" (Farrelly 1984, 185). 

The total leaf mass and height of the original plant (in this case purchased), contribute~ to 

the energy offered to new culm growth. This means that a well-established plant will produce 

offshoots which are more vigorous and stronger than a plant which is only a couple of years 
old. 

Another method of generating new plants may be through seed germination, although bamboo 

species have "sporadic or irregular flowering" and "gregarious or periodical" flowering patterns 

(see; Farrelly 1984, 150-153; Hidalgo 2003, 25-31; Janzen 1976) (See Appendix F, G for 

further discussion). Soderstrom and Calderon (1979, 165) note that flowering can be 120 

years apart, while apparently after flowering, the bamboo plant can die (Farrelly 1984, '149; 
Bean 1907). 

However, seeds from the Phyllostachys pubescens49 species were obtained over the internet 

from eBay (Figure 11b), and these were subsequently planted into small pots, each with six 

seeds which achieved an average of three germinations per tub (Figure 11cJ50. This leads 

to the possibility that. given an extended time frame for plant establishment, grown vehicles 

could technically be produced from seed propagation alone. (See; Appendix G for further 
discussion on seed growth) 

In contrast to the documented field work which has been undertaken for thH development of 

the Ajiro, it became evident, via a press announcement from Mercedes-Benz, that a vehicle 

concept was being released which purported to represent 'grown transport' - "a car born from 

a seed... reciev[ing] energy from the trees and develop(ing] in a growing medium like an 
organic being, because it is made of biofibres" (Cinti 2011, 30). 

48 Clumping (Sympodial) bamboos ~uGh as Bambusa Oldhamii, Bambusa multiplex, Bambusa textilis 
gracilis used in this thesis as experiments, tend to keep rhizome spread within several meters of the main plant. 
Running (Monopodial) bamboos such as Phyllosfachys edulis (Moso) are bamboos which need to be contained in 
tubs, otherwise may become invasive (see; Farrelly 1984, 137-138; Hidalgo 2003,4-8), and therefore more suited 
to large field establishment for mass planting. 

49 Also known as Phyllostachys edu/is under the common name of 'Moso', this is a popular species of 
bamboo (Farrelly 1984, 172-174; 226-231). It is capable of growing 20 meters tall, has edible shoots, and the same 
species can grow up to 1 meter per day once thoroughly established. 

50. No~ed by Saporito and Mavition (2010), "Bamboo seeds are your lottery bect use not every seed is a 
wmner. They re not naturally all supposed to germinate and grow to maturity. II 

The Mercedes-Benz 'Biome' concept (Figure 12a, 12b) , presented at the 2010 Los Angeles 

motor show, provided fanCiful, unSUbstantiated claims of 'growing a vehicle' with: 

"The interior of the BlOME grows from the DNA in the Mercedes star 

on the front of the vehicle, while the exterior grows from the star on the 

rear. To accommodate specific customer reqUirements, the Mercedes 

star is genetically engineered in each case, and the vehicle grows when 

the genetic code is combined with the seed capsule." (Banks 2010) 
ReferenCing Mercedes-Benz 

However, unlike the Ajiro, no experimental, design, scientific support or papers have been 

published (to date of thesis publication) which support any of the claims provided, let alone 

any justification in documentation for how such an incubation process would be realistically 

achievable, nor the method in which 'DNA' would be created for a vehicle , or how individual 

parts would be controlled, regUlated or synthesised to reproduce cells which would form 

individual vehicle componentry. As such, a mythical approach proposed by Mercedes-Benz, 

can o.nly be use~ as method for capturing consumer imagination and fantasy for what a wholly 

sustainable vehIcle should achieve, without any substantiation to the technical parameters of 
the design. 

As outlined in the following experiment descriptions, shape modification of bamboo allows 

a form, in this case the frame for the 'Ajiro' velomobile, to be 'set' into a growing bamboo 

form, with the resulting harvestable shape presenting a basis for further ancillary assembly. 

Furthermore, the successful germination of bamboo seed allows the theory to be established 

that growing a plant could eventually result in a vehicle frame, or given the rhizome spread 

(Farre!IY '1984, 208-209) of running bamboos such as Phyllostachys pubescens (or even 

clumping bamboo such as Bambusa Oldhamii / Bambusa textilis Gracilis), single successful 

seed g~rmination could provide the foundation (given plant establishment factors), for the 
productIon of many grown vehicle frames within the plants lifespan. 
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Figure 10: Visual characteristics and variations between bamboo species 
(a); Velez (2000,158); (b); Velez (2000,156) 

fl 
(a) il 

'" 

Figure 11: Purchased plants for subframe growing a.'1d Phyllostachys pubescenes(Moso) seeds/seedlings 

Figure 12: Mercedes "Bioroe" «grown" concept 

8.2 Shape modification experiments 

Bamboo has a seasonal growth cycle, and this occurs during the warmer months, in Melbourne 

late January/February through to May, after which activity is slowed. This means that even 

the earliest acquisition of the 'parent' plants would require some establishment before new 

culms can grow. As such, these experiments are still active, and should not be regarded as 

a finalised outcome, with harvesting depending on species and number of years till culm 

maturity for structural I.:s;e (see; Farrelly 1984,219; Hidalgo 2003, 142-153; Lewis and Miles 
2007, 78-83). 

Observation 0f tile current plants note that side shoots propagate outwards from the main 

growth stem, espeCially once maximum culm height is reached, or when the tip has been 

damaged. Using side shoots, which VJould normally be discarded, could work towards deriving 

an even greater amount of value from the material growth process - the eventual goal would 

bE~ to use the shoots to provide patterns or weavings directly onto the grown sections, creating 

a frame for a canopy trellis. Experiments have been successfully conducted by growing the 

Pisum sativum 'Alderman Tall Telegraph Pea', which has characteristics of fast growth and 

hardiness
51

, over such a trellis (see; Appl3ndix D: "Growing canopy shelter" Page 176-177), 

Creating a living shelter could be justified further by turning redundant spaoe on the vehicle 

into biomass for photosynthesis as the vehicle is used, whilst also providing a potentially 
edible resource. 

The advantage of utilising the entire material, including both the side shoots and raw culms 

is, that when the bamboo is removed from the forming tool after the completed growing cycle, 

the material will hold a contorted shape, (Hidalgo 2003, 352). This allows structures, including 
complex compound curves, to be grown seamlessly by only using plant growth control. 

8.2.1 Two dimensional substructures 

Replicas of the enclosed box growing experiments described by Hidalgo (Figure 13a, 

13bJ, were conducted in the March 2011 growing period. The experiment was conducted to 

determine whether, in fact, bamboo could 'find its own way' around a wooden maze fastened 

to a base board with a hinged cover to check plant growth (Figure 13c, 13d). This is an 

ongoing experiment at the time of publication; however, the plant has nearly completed the 

shape over a small testing section. Hidalgo (2003, 353) discusses methods for creating 'square 

:md rectangular bamboo' (Figure 131), and an experiment using this method was conducted 
(Figure 13e). 

~~ee; Appendix D: Early Experiments; Growing square bamboo, Page 178; Growing 
':ambClo inside a maze frame, Page 179-180. 

. The need to reduce the distance food travels from growing area to point-of-sale is discussed in a media 
:icle by Brendon (2010,16-17) as one method of increasing food source stJstainability. 
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Figure 13: Two dimensional experiments (a)-(b); Hidalgo (2002, 352) 

Application of Deformation No.2 

A. BAMBOO WARREN TRUSS 

Lower fiange 

Do/ail of daformed bamboo with small angles 

Deformed bamboo with wide angles 

'These images describe the proposal by 
Hidalgo regarding structural components 
being shape modified while growing for 
architectural purposes. The end result 
of this process is (at the time of thesis 
publication) undocumented. 

Image (c): 
Section trialed by author. 

Note the sudden deformities (bends) 
in the section just above the culm 
nodes. 

At the time of writing~ investigation 
is being undertaken to determine 
methods to lessen this effect. 

'ihis may include using curves that 
aren't as tight, or choosing shape 
modifications towards culms of a 
certain diameter only. 

*; ., ~. ..... .,. " l; ~ :". '; ~ • .' .t<:. .... l:. j , t •• '~. I. .: " • V'. '. ~ ~_. ' , 

Deformities in the bamboo culm whilst performing shape modification experiments in an 
enclosed box. Despite these deformities, the plant continued to grow. 

(f); Hidalgo (2002, 353) 
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Square bamboo shape modifications. 

Trial by the author to replicate deformed 
culm walls in bamboo. The main problem 
with this trial was the relative unestablished 
natura of the plant being used for the 
experiments :with a small diameter. Success 
may be improved with trials on larger 
diameter sections. 
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8.2.2 Direct shape modification over substructures 

Experiments involving tensioning the growing bamboo over the frame directly (Figure 14a, 

14b) were initially thought to be reasonable in controlling the plant. It was soon apparent that 

with increased culm circumference, limitations arose as to the amount of tension which could 

be applied to the growing tip - not evid£nt in earlier testing, as spindly, more pliable plants were 

used. Thicker culms required higher tension to keep the plant from growing vertically (Figure 

14c, d, h-k) , and if too much pressure was applied to the bamboo tip, it was likely to break, not 

grow any taller and only send out side shoots. The spacing of the subframl3 profiles contained 

'missing information'52 between each section regarding any curve subtleties (Figure 14e-g), 

and this, coupled wIth frame distortion from inclement weather and the bending force of the 

growing plant, resulted in severe disfigurement of the shape from that desired in Figure 14a. 

Figure 14: Shape substructure experiments 

Structural supporting frame for 
deforming bamboo. Frames could 
be devised to be modular, with 
removable sections which ccmld 
be exchanged to c~her growing 
culms in a framing scenario. 

52 Frame sections, shown in Figure 14a and 14b, have spaces between each tensioned control point. 
These create jagged stepping between each point where curve coordinates (X,Y,Z) are missing. 
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Figure 14: Shape substructure experiments 

Experiments growing bamboo over a scaled substructure frame. 
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Figure 14: Shape substructure experiments 

Experiments growing bamboo over a scaled substructure frame. 
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8.2.3 Shape modification of bamboo through tubular 
sections 

With the high frame tension needed at every profile point in the earlier experiments, it was 

established that a finer degree of control would be needed to subtly 'push' the bamboo into 

shape, rather than a series of sharp applications of tension. Direct control of the plant by 

growing the culms through tubing (Figure 15a-15i), as discussed by Hidalgo (2003, 354-

355) whereby wooden sections - in this case rectangular wood boards for growing 'square' 

bamboo - are roped around the emerging culm53 . This technique, used for decorative and 

architectural purposes (downspouts for houses) (354), needed to be modified to include 

curved tubular sections for growing the subtle curves required for giving the vehicle a refined 

aesthetic appearance. Initially, tile experiments conducted utilised aluminium tubing54 due to 

its non-corroding nature when exposed to damp conditions, while the pliability allowed for 

ease of bending to shape. Achieving a tight, smooth radii proved very difficult without kinking 

the tubing, however, trial pieces were produced and sectioned in half (a procedure necessary 

to ensure a clean outcome during removal from the culm). These halves were then attached, 

with cable ties, to an emerging culm which then proceeded to grow in the desired shape inside 
the former. 

Although these experiments are ongoing, they are providing promising results, as smooth 

gradual curves can be formed. Furthermore, Hidalgo postulates that culm growth can still 

occur in a totally dark, sealed environment, as the plant will seek a pathway to light (Hidalgo 

2003, 352). The ultimate goal of such an approach would allow some of the finalised shaped 

banlboo sections to themselves become faCilitators, in the form of tubes (cut in half), in which 

new generations of culms would grow, thereby helping to create a completely closed loop 
natural production process. 

Figure 15: Tubular shape modification experiments 

(a) 

(a): Section grown indicated in red 
(b): The shaped aluminium tube placed over 
emerging bamboo culm 

<~ The technique of plant shape modification through 'guides' is discussed by Watts (2011) regarding the 
ormation of a "Living root bridge" in Cherrapunji, North-east India . 

.. 1 PVC was also trialed, and was effectively bent into shapes with minimal heat application from either a 
lair-dryer, or heat gun (see; Figure 15h, Page 100-101). 
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Figure 15: Tubular shape modification experiments (c) - Images grouped 

Culm growth progress from Figure 15a. 
Indications for the growth pattern were 
varied. The amount of growth expected 
over a given time frame, was inconsistent 
between all the culms, even those of the 
same species. 

The ability for the plant to follow and 
maintain gradual curves was particularly 
impressive. 

Figure 15: Tubular shape modification experiments (d) - Images grouped 

Section grown indicated in red 

The shaped aluIllinium tube secured in pl~~: 
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Bamboo culm pushing through the tubing section. 

The rate of growth observed may have been due to colder climatic conditions during the winter period. 

After completion of the shaped section, the bamboo culm continues to grow upwards. It should be noted 
chat from observation, an additional upwards pointing tubular section may have to be added to prevent 
the culm from bending towards the light at an excessively sharp angle. 
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Figure 15: Tubular shape modification experiments (e) - Images grouped 

Even though the culms 
are reasonably small, 
it is apparent that 
they still maintain 
a degree of th.e 'see 
shape, although 
further towards the 
tip, significantly 
more 'rebound' is 
encountered. 
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Figure 15: Tubular shape modification experiments (f) - Images grouped 

Tight curve radii being grown 
using Oldhamii bamboo. The 
culm is still growing at the time 
of thesis publication, howevel~ 
the progress for maintaining 
snch a shape proves extremely 
promiSing. 

Once further plant establishment 
has taken place. and culms begin 
to grO~:ito predictable heights, the 
complete frame would be trialed 
using a single grown piece. 
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Figure 15: Tubular shape modification experiments (f) ~ Images group~d 
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Figure 15: Tubular shape modification experiments (g) - Images grouped 

Figure 15: Tubular shape modification experiments (h) - Images grouped 

Heat formed PVC pipe could 
also be used to make initial 
forming section for the 
bamboo to grow within. 

This plastic material is easier 
to shape modify, reshape, 
and is corrosion resistant / 
UV resistant. 
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Figure 15: Tubular shape modification experiments (0 - Images grouped 

Section profile grown in this experiment is indicated in red. 

'S' shaped compound curve set in shape, with the bamboo grown inside aluminium tubing. 
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Figure 15: Tubular shape modification experiments (i) ~ Images grouped 

Section profile grown in this experiment is indicated in red. 

<S' shaped compound curve set in shape, with the bamboo grown inside aluminium tubing. 
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8.3 Prototype testing 

Van der Lugt (2008, 32) refers to 'action research' methodology as being useful when working 

with natural materials, whereby the design process is directly influenced by field experiments. 

Linking both the natural object with the manufactured object, research and evaluation should 

directly contribute to each other, with material capabilities, gained through experiments directly 

influencing the design, without the design pre-judging or imposing impossible or impractical 

techniques (such as extremely tight radii and large structural spans without reinforcement). 

While the plant experiments provide insight into the material capabilities of bamboo, further 

verification of the design was directly influenced by hands-on prototyping using tubular 

aluminium pipe. Early experiments using a hand manipulated pipe bender were conducted 

to compare the form to paper 1: 1 printouts of top, front side proportions. The limitations of 

aluminium was quickly realised once weight was placed on the structure, especially in the 

vulnerable rear wheel attachment section, where most of the rider weight rested, causing 

significant flex in the wheel alignment. Learning from this particular material failure however, 

allowed further investigation into the best approach for triangulating and bracing the rear 

section of the frame against such flex. Given that it would be undesirable to include additional 

extraneous sections to the form, since the goal was to grow as much of the frame as possible 

in one piece, a 'bracing loop' was created (grown in the frame profile). This links the seat 

frame, bottom of the chassis and rear wheels together, fastening the rear end of the vehicle 

to the wheel attachment (formed by the opposing 'X' crossover in the frame), while the grown 

experiments in Figure 15a -15i (conducted during the later stages of prototyping), show that 

thick culms can achieve the tight radius expected in this region. 

Subsequent testing relied on steel as a substitute for bamboo (Figure 16a-16c), whereby 

flexibility of the frame was essential to allow changes to be made without altering the whole 

vehicle. Modular sections of metal tubing bent to the appropriate shape simulates the growth 

pattern presented by the concept whereby standard length (1 meter or 3 meter) tubular steel 

were then joined through the use of wire rope grips I u-bolts (see; Appendix H, Figure 35j, 

Page 234). As such, modification of the prototype is now easily achieved for future alterations, 

while presenting a rideable solution for testing steering, seating position and vehicle stability.55 

(See: Appendix H for complete list of modifications and trials of the prototyping, Appendix I 

for build of the scale model) 

55 Modular bicycle structures able to modified for end user requirements are evident in the "OpenCargoBike" 
(Moreno and Wagner 2010,172-173) prototype from "OpenStructures" (See; Section 3.1, Page 35, for an image 
of this concept) 

«( 



Figure 16: Frame prototype verification (a) - Images grouped 

Figure 16: Frame prototype verification (b) - Images grouped 
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Figure 16: Frame prototype verification (r.) - Images grouped 
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8.4 HPV body and drivetrain description 

The reliance on nature to form the vehicle sections allows for simplicity of parts, by forming 

large amounts of structural components in continuous sections. Furthermore, the investigation 

into the shape modification on the growing plant enabled experiments which would aim to 

establish some of the capabilities of bamboo to complete subtle curve transitions and tight radii 

all within the single growing frame. This has been achieved through the use of two primary, 

continuous crossover grown bamboo sections, which form the following structural attributes: 

o Overlapping cross point 'X' attaches and suspends the two lateral sides (Figure 17a) 

• Frame canopy structure and wind visor support through opposing roof sections (Figure 
17b) 

• Stabilising 'loop' for bracing the rear wheels (Figure 17c) 

• Routing within the hollow bamboo sections for dynamo wiring and brake cables (Figure 
17d) 

• Anchor for front wheel hub and pedal assembly (Figure 17e) 

Supported by a smaller, grown sub-section which attaches the vehicles 'roof' to the 'floor', 

the primary crossover plant growth begins at the 'rear' of the vehicle. Utilising rear-wheel

steering, the swivel attachment bearings could be pressed into the naturally hollow bamboo 

sections. Such a method differs from traditional recumbent vehicles56 , removing the chain 

drive, derailleur and cassette sprockets, and instead, integrates gears into a front wheel hub, 

saving vehicle weight. Although a multi-speed direct drive hub is not presently available for 

recumbent vehicles, Kretschmer (1999-2000) describes his invention for up to eleven gears 

contained in a direct drive hub, stating that it offers ease of maintenance with Ct ••• no cogs or 

chain-rings to wear out." The commercial derivative of this hub is theHK-8chlumpf sold for 

unicycles, which offers a 1: 1 ratio with an overdrive feature; however, given the high retail 

price of one thousand Euros, using such an item for testing is prohibitive within the funding of 
Masters research. 57 

Figure 17: Structural attributes of the ~jiro frame 

56 Front-Wheel-Drive, Front-Steered Recumbents are mentioned by Abbott and Wilson (1995. 126) and 
Fehlau (2006,120-121), however, this refers to 'recumbent bicycles', there is no mention ofvelomobiles. 

57 Prices of the geared hub are based from the website information obtained from: http://www.schlumpf.ch! 
hp/uni/unLengl_preise.htm, detailed specifications on the "HK- (Schlumpf - The street hub: Type FS)" available 
from: www.schlurnpf.ch/hp/uni!uni_engLstandard.htm 
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9. Discussion 

Mass production, reliant on consumption of raw, unrefined materials (Smith 2011, 79, 190-191) 
to synthesise into products, differs from the approach taken while designing the ~Ajiro', where 

a sustainable cycle of product growth, use, and composting, utilises minimal components -

excluding those needed for drivetrain func;tion. The basi~) for the Ajiro was reached through 

harnessing the natural cycle of bamboo production, whereby the sun and soil serve to provide 

an energy facilitator. These methods of en1ergy conversion are already utilised for commercial 

energy production (solar, geothermal and hydro), but transference to this research utilises the 

bamboo and its comprising elements (lec!lves, rhizomes and roots) as both a converter and 

conveyer of natural energy, rather than elf:3ctrical sUbstations and industrial machinery. 

While the research is still in its infancy for transference from steel to a full size bamboo version, 

the approach for this concept is based on the reliability of natural processes (such as harvest 

yield, soil quality, climate variations, pests and insects). whereby the formation of multiple 

bamboo plants would be required to estalblish the success rate of growing completed forms. 

Although such a concept could be appli,ecl over a distributed growing network, the viability 

of ap!Jlying farming and harvesting techniques58 to bamboo must be considered, due to the 

significant costs offirstly establishing a balmboo plantation (Lewis and Miles 2007, 29-34), and 

secondly, obtaining hands-on labour to ccmtrol the grove production. 

The research experiments (to date of publication), reference the work of bamboo practitioner 

Oscar Hidalgo, whose experiments with pre-harvest deformed bamboo for architectural 

applications provided knowledge regarding limitations of bamboo curve formation. This 

research, together with the culm experiments conducted in tubular pipes, indicate that bamboo 

is capable of enduring significant deformations through a single intervention during formation. 

The premise of this project hopes to el1courage bamboo use because of its natural strength, 

rapid growth qualities, monomateriality and biomass benefits of using natural materials. 

Regarding the vehicle type recommended in this proposal, safety concerns of recumbent 

vehicles highlighted by the "RTA Submission to the Staysafe inquiry into vulnerable road 

users - Motorcyclists and cyclists" (2010, 109-110), afford possible consequential benefits 

for recommending commuter use of velomobiJes, by increasing road visibility (Van De Walle 

2004, 67, 84), through using fairings I body colours or structures which increase visual bulk 

and vehicle height. Caution should be taken when mixing HPV's with road traffic such as 

SUV's, trucks, busses and cars, which expose vulnerabilitieG I risk towards a HPV riders 

safety. While HPV's have the right-to-the-road just as much as bicycles, this lawfui right does 

not necessarily translate towards putting the velomobile/HPV rider at ease when on :shared 

roads. Therefore, it is vital to recommend the inclusion of velomobiles and recumbElnts as 

integral to existing and future bicycle infrastructure such as cycle lanes and dedicated paths, 

as well as cultural changes towards the regard for alternative vehicle users on shared roads. 

;$ Bamboo under three years old is considered immature, according to Hidalgo (2003, 62) with less strength, 
and not suitable for construction. It could be advantageous to have multiple sets of bamboo plants growing in a crop 
rotation method, whereby each plant is at a different stage of maturity. 
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10. Concluding remarks 

The 'Ajiro' HPV aims to provide wholly sustainable urban mobility, by considering the product 

Iifecycle and existing production methods as a natural growth process through agricultural 

techniques of plant modification. 

Concerns over raw material consumption for personal mobility production, together with 

extensive development and investment in the urban road network, indicate the reliance on 

personal mobility in the form of an automobile. While bicycles and HPVs offer the ability to 

diversify the tran~port mix on the roads, many commercial techniques for the production 

and assembly of such vehicles are derived from processes used for automobile production 

(excluding D.I.Y. or low volume runs). Furthermore, bamboo used for bicycle production 

currently requires the growth of straight culm sections, joined in laborious binding techniques. 

Much like the bicycle, recumbent vehicle technology stems from utilising the human body, an 

efficient power source, to propel recreational or urban transportation. 

{(/-luman-powered vehicles inhabit the interface where technology 

impacts human physiology and psychology. Thus, they connect to some 

of the most serious issues facing humanity: the meaning of life, the 

future of civilisation, and the impact of humans on the environment ... " 

(Abbott and Wilson 1995, 265) 

With proposed storage and canopy shelter, the Ajiro concept establishes that spaceframe 

construction of HPVs presents an alternative for 'body on frame' techniques presently used 

by velomobiles. 

This thesis has discussed the pressures of conventional mass production, and presented 

a concept study supported by grown shape modification experiments, utilising the bamboo 

species 'Bambusa Oldham;i' and 'Bambusa textilis Gracilis'. 

Such exploration of the growth process of bamboo and other plants such as trees by shape 

modification, may introduce the notion of 'slow design J59 - a derivative of the 'slow food' 

movement (see; Chrzan 2004; Hayes-Conroy 2010) juxtaposing 'fast food' production (Miele 

and Murdoch 2002, 317-318). Therefore, instead of honouring sustainable and local food 

harvesting, the approach taken in this thesis is to honor sustainable and local material use in 

production, whereby appreciation of the final grown design outcome is derived directly from 

the ability of the plant to achieve the desired form from the natural miracle of growth while 

providing biomass, and education regarding the origins of materials. 

Approaching such a design outcome relies on steadfast determination on the part of the 

designer and constructor to carry out any project from ideation to completion, given that natural 

Jrowth cannot be obtained under force, as the growing space within a natural environment 

,9 The rationale for slow design process is described by Fuad-Luke (2002) as: "Slow design is: where 
!esigners can experience real freedom; when design improves our lives while simultaneously improving our 
ocieties and cultures,' when design contributes to restoring the health of our environment. " 
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is susceptible to any number of variables such as pests, crop failure and climatic conditions. 

Furthermore, significant forward planning is required to make sure that, if the design is fulfilled 

to completion, it will not only be fit-for-puropse, but also have adequate resources for continued 

growth of plants for future versions. 

The starting point for research into fulfilling a bamboo culm, shape deformed vehicle frame 

has been undertaken, with the outcomes for the research as follows include: 

• Culm deformation trials which were performed through adding tension to growing 

sections, however, these were considered visually undesirable, due to the unrefined 

curve caused by the inflexibility of thick bamboo culms. 

• The final design of the 'tp,jiro" velomobile which manipulates growing bamboo to form 

the tricycle frame. Experiments were conducted whereby culms were grown within 

moulded tubing, thus allowing structural formations to be achieved 'pre-harvesting' 

with smooth curve transitions by gradually encouraging the plant to grow to the desired 

form. These experiments provide the most promising solution for explaining the 

suitability for deforming bamboo to create shape modified structures. Ongoing trials 

involving shape modification techniques will allow the bamboo culms to mature into 

their fixed shape for future harvesting. 

• Researching and participating actively in propagation methods of growing bamboo, 

including dissecting bamboo rhizomes, raising bamboo from seed (using Phyllostachys 

pubescens), and attempting to grow sections from cuttings (research continuing at time 

of thesis publication), which support a hypothesis of contained, ongoing production 

using minimal post production techniques (excluding vehicle ancillaries and drivetrain) 

once plants have been established. Farming structures from seed may assist in 

supporting distributed production in other regions or countries, however, growing from 

seed may also require significant forward planning of the land space and the type of 

structure (and shape) that is required for the purpose. 

• Experimentation with spaceframe design for the velomobile, trialing methods of 

enhancing the stability of the vehicle, its powertrain, seating and canopy whilst 

maintaining relative sympathy towards limitations of bamboo shape modification. 

• Production of a scale model describing intended visual and proportional attributes of 
the final design 

The experimental research of bamboo plant shape modification, connects 'personal mobility' 

with 'grown mobility'. Benefits obtained through making the adaptability of bamboo worl< for us, 

can create sustainable mobility through plant regeneration, whilst also exploiting the alluring 

characteristics offast growth, structural resilience and, potentially, localised production through 
sub-species selection and farming. 
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Marketing of consumer goods places weight on key product quality perceptions such as 'function', 

'use features', 'perception features', and 'price' (Winchell 1991 , 13), placing responsibility on the 

consumer to select items which best fulfil their needs. However, rationalising such consumer 

choice with the marketing technique of planned obsolescence also demonstrates the potential 

for danger of product renewal out pacing material supply with current consumption being 

described as " ... the fact that humans are living beyond the sustainable capacity of natural 

systems" (Gillespie 2009). The fragility of the economy, with the GFC (Global Financial Crisis) 

in 2007/2008 as a prime example, indicates the reliance on manufacturing, and, together with 

the requirement for constant growth as a measure of prosperity (Smith 2011), demonstrates 

the interdependence of consumer spending with manufacturing profit. 

''This generation - the first generation to exceed the sustainable 

productivity of the biosphere - needs as an urgent task of reparation to 

determine those limits and get our generation's lifestyle back within the 

limits of natural systems." (Gillespie 2009) 

Whilst attention should be focused on creating a 'low carbon economy', exhaustion of 

construction materials may force alternatives to be investigated (Garnaut 2008, 70-71), 

indicating that sustainability of resources (timber, minerals, oil) should be a substantial factor 

in prolonging resources for future generations (Smith 2011, 18-19, 73-79, 116, 190), whilst 

mitigating pollution from product consumption. The need to seek intervention for balancing 

both production methods and consumption alone may be grounds for pursuing research into 

sustainable material utilisation, or at the very least, natural material interchangeability. 

Furthermore, government policy for consumable fuel tax or excise must be considered with 

the promotion of fuels. Excise exemption, such as LPG, LNG or CNG (Webb 2006), delays 

the progression of sustainable alternatives by feeding dependence on fossil fuels through 

promotion of low cost fuels. Leach (1973, 2), discusses the morality of " .. social and energy 

costs of car ownership" describing the relative inflammatory effect of reducing taxes on 

petroleum resources as simply postponing the inevitable shortage (Smith 2011). The written 

date of such material by Leach (1973) confirms that thoughts relating to fossil fuel resource 

consumption are hardly a product of our present period, though pressures of current and 

projected population growth and climate change are described by both Garnaut and Smith as 

ncreasing the urgency of discussion for sustainable population and resource consumption. 
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Photos and experiences from a bicycle 
friendly! country: The Netherlands. 
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Appendix 8: Photos from Netherlands regarding bicycle 
usage 

Figure 18: Bicycle infrastructure in The Netherlands (a.) - Images grouped 

During the authors trip to Stuttgart, Germany for the 
Automotive Interiors Expo 2010 (guest speaker), a side trip 
to rIhe Netherlands was undertaken to witness the personal 
mobility options in a country famous for its bicycle usage and 
infrastructure (Mapes 2009, 61-88). 

Upon arrival at Central train station in Amsterdam1 the 
bicycle 'carparl( presented an astonishing sight in she~r bicycle 
volume. 

'lhroughout the rest of th~ city, bicycle use appeared to be a 
'Ilormal' everyday activity. Whilst dedicated cycle lanes were 
(;ifective, the shared use with noisy and rather fast motorised 
:,Cooters was disconcerting, and could potentially be viewed as 
Jangerous. 'The volume of cyclists on the roads perpetuated a 
,Hfe environment for encouraging cycling on the road. 
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Figure 18: Bicycle infrastructure in The Netherlands (b) - Images grouped 

Bicycles resting against a wall in central Amsterdam indicate not only popularity, but also that the 
machine is not about a fashion accessory - even though the 'neglected' bikes have a homely, classic feel. 

141 
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Figure 18: Bicycle infrastructure in The Netherlands (b) - Images grouped 

A mix of different sorts of HPV s contributed to fulfilling the wide range of needs by Amsterdams 
citizens. Cargo bikes carrying children Of parcels were common, as well as three wheel partial fairing 
velomobiles, which could be classed as lrickshaws - these were used as taxis. 
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Figure 18: Bicycle infrastructure in The Netherlands (c) - Images grouped 

Mix of road hazards with bicycle and}: ?destrian use. 

It seems apparent that some bicycles were 
either abaIldoned, unused, neglected or 
perhaps vandalised. 

Dedicated cycle crossing lights. 
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Appendix C: Racing velomobile progress 1998-2010 

Figure 19: D.I.Y. Velomobiles for racing 

Modifications in 2000/2001 included a complete 
framle redesign with revised wheelbase for 
stability. Carbon fibre shell with internal roll 
bar stiructure. 

Nose clOne and wheel damage during the RACV 
Energy Breakthrough. 

The structure of the vehicle had to be compliant 
with rolllOver protection, deformable sections 
and side impact intrusion protection for the 
24-hour ra\ce conditions. 

This series of images 
illustrate progress in 
construction technique, and 
accessibility of composite 
materials for D.I.Yproject 
construction. 

The first racing velomobile 
that the author worked on 
was during 1998/1999. This 
version was created using a 
wooden profile subframe, 
upon which foam sandwich 
was placed to create a two 
part shell. 
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Figure 19: D.I.Y. Ve1omobiles for racing (f) - Images grouped 

Velomobiles &Ie built for racing purposes 
using a variety of construction methods 
and materials, evident in the numerous 
different fairings. 

Complexity of the substructure for 
crank, wheel and seat attachments are 
reasonably comparable between all 
versions. 
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Figure 19: D.I.Y. Velomobiles for racing 

2003/2004 Version. lvlodifications to subsequent versions began in 2003) 
and shape alterations could be achieved through reshaping amI casting 
new sections. In this case) modifications were first createdin plaster, before 
casting a new shell in carbon fibre. . 
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Figure 19: D.I.Y. Velomobiles fOl racing 

2006 Version 2007 Version 

~··,(o). -. 
2008 Version 

(r) 

Digital design process could 
verify all necessary clearances 
for safety assessment for the 
next vehicle version, whilst 
also guaranteeing uniform 
vehicle appearance. 

The quality of this process 
dictates the finial surface finish 
of the CNC mould, and hence 
the quality of the carbon finish. 
This is vital if additional surface 
fillers are to be minimised. 
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Figure 20: Current progress of carbon fibre velomobiles tor racing 

. i 
I 

Accessibility of both digital surface creation, validation of clearances, tolerances and sight angles 
allowed for the 2009/2010/2011 version to be enhanced to meet scrutineering requirements established 
tor racing, whilst aiding aerodynamics and styling. 

Tnis version was eNC milled from a foam block, before being cast in carbon fibre and kevlar. 

The digital model also al1.owed for in mould scribing of window profiles and hatch entry to ensure 
symmetry. 
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2009 version. 

Race version painted for 2010 RACVenergy 
breakthrough. 
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Appendix D: Early Experiments 

1. Knitted and resin coated components 

Effects such as specific weaving patterns were investigated for incorporation into sections 

of the vehicle, such as the seating structure and basket storage. The general goal was to 

integrate a mono-material into as many aspects of the design approach as possible. From an 

individual's perspective, such weavings could be localised for regional specificity, ideological or 

personalised qualities, however, while these factors could be explored further, it was decided 

to abandon complicated weaving structures and concentrate on a simplified spaceframe 
structure. 

Figure 21: Cast fibre experiment (a) - Images grouped 

Chopped bamboo, infused in a cast resin 
two part mould. The bamboo material 
acts as a filler for the resin. To be effective, 
increased amounts of material and 
compression would be needed. 
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Figure 21: Cast textile experiments (b) - Images grouped 

Shape moulding using epoxy resin soaked into Hessian 
cloth fibre. 

PLA resin (polylactide) - made from corn starch - was 
used as a 'bid resin, however when melted it was difficult 
to control and did not infuse the cloth material adequately, 
unlike the epoxy. 

· '. . . " . . •... ':' • .,' I. .'.,'.' ,'" '.' • 

Figure 21: Cast textile experiments 

Bamboo yarn and thread 
was trialed to form a woven 
surface, infused with epoxy. 

The idea behind this was to 
propose woven sections of 
a vehicle skin, which could 
be distributed in flat form, 
before 'inflating' with a 
expandable (rubber) air filled! 
former. 

Resin could then infuse 
the expanded form, upon 
which the former is 'deflated~ 
releasing the mould and 
leaving a resulting skin. 
surface material. 

Figure 22: Cast woven cane experiment 
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(c) - Images grouped 



Figure 23: Moulded bamboo fibre <BamTrike' (a) - Images grouped 

The 'Bamtrike'concept reduces the fTame section of the HPV to a limited number of core components, 
fOrming a unified chassis. The key complexity ifs the production of moulds, and the choice of resin 
compound for the bamboo fibre. > 

\, 
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Figure 23: Moulded bamboo fibre 'BamTrike' (a) - Images grouped 

The 'BamTrike' concept was intended to resolve a vehicle from compre~sed bamboo fibre 
sections, however, this concept was abandoned due to the complexity of creating bamboo fibre, 
however, it may be possible to create a similar effect with laminates. 
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2. Heat manipu~ated bamboo 

To gauge the amount of heat needed to bend 'straight' bamboo, trials were conducted to see 

the effort needed to be able to form shapes. Hidalgo (2003, 139) describes a process for 

shaping bamboo post-harvest through using heat from a gas flame - Figure 24a. The method 

trialed for this experiment differed from that described by Hidalgo - using a 1500W Heat gun 

as a supplement. As shown in Figure 25a, 25b, shape modification is possible in smaller 

diameter sections of bamboo, however there seemed to be a limit of achievable radii before 

breakage. It took several minutes of heating the bamboo before it could be bent. Bending 

compound curves was unachievable with any degree of precision due to rotation of the section 

when bending in the opposite direction to a previous bend. Thick sections of bamboo weren't 

able to be bent using the heat gun, presumably because of the relative low power output. This, 

however, indicates that post-harvest modification of bamboo would be an energy intensive 
process. 

Figure 24: Heat manipulated bamboo. (a) Hidalgo (2002, 139) 

Figure 25: Heat manipulated bamboo experiments 
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Figure 25: Heat manipulated bamboo experiments (b) "Images grouped 

Creating symmetrical shapes takes considerable time -
ideally a former would be needed for uniform pieces. 

Soaking large diameter culms in water had 
no effect on the bending ability. 

".~ r .,1--

\o""!. 
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Figure 25: Heat manipulated bamboo experiments (b) - Images grouped 

Resulting curves from using a heat gun to shape modify straight bamboo sections. 
Overheating sections and smoothing the curves create difficulties with this process, 
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3. Scaled experiments deforming bamboo to a static frame 

Experimental version 0.5 

This version attempts to explore the fundamental concept of plant shape manipulation on a 

small, quarter scale size, following extrapolation of the process described by (Hidalgo 2003). 

Accordingly to fit the scaled down version of a full size proposal, a smaller bamboo species 

was selected - 8ambusa multiplex (8ambusa g/aucescens) (Farrelly 1984, 183). The grown 

trial manipulates the flexibility of bamboo culms by attempting to create a 'living rope', by 

twisting culms around each other, forming a platted effect. The goal of the experiment was 

to enquire if a multi-strand rope could form a substitute to using a single thick culm. These 

plants were also slow to establish new culm growth, a problem characterised with bamboos as 

discussed by Farrelly (1996,141), and Lewis and Miles (2007,38). In this case, the rhizomes 

of the plants were split to form multiple experiment tubs, and establishment and settling of 
transferred plants takes considerable time. 

Figure 26: Substructure experiments (a) - Images grouped 

Shape modification Was trialed on scale 
versions using a central 'backbone' former, 
with left and right sections attached. 

'The bamboo plants were suitably placed 
underneath the substructure, and as the 
sections of the new culms grew, would 
be affixed to the former profiles along the 
backbone shape. 

Subsequent new culms were interwoven 
with the old ones to form strands. 
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Figure 26: Substructure experiments (b) - Images grouped 

Whilst this method was effective in displaying a grown 
shape technique using bamboo, the unpredictable culm 
growth, particularly over the Summer 2010 period was 
extremely frustrating. 

The plant sustained leaf drying during intense hot 
weather, and took considerable time to re-establish. 

The plants (Bambusa multiplex) have sent up new culms, 

and the experiment to form living, manipulated bamboo 

rope using culms is still in progress at the time of thesis 

publication. 
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Experimental version 1.0 
The established culms purchased for experimentation (8ambusa Oldhamii) were reasonably 

small owing to cost constraints at the time. While the plants experienced significant growth 

during the 2010 spring period, the tips of the growing culms became water logged and rotted. 

At that stage, it was noted that growth of the culm end ceased, and instead, energy was 

diverted to producing vigorous side shoots. Since the total leaf mass and height of the original 

plant contributes to the energy mass that the plant can offer for new culm growth, the side 

shoot production may enhance the likelihood of the plant sending up new culms, as noted in 

the Summer 2010/2011 period. This experiment is detailed in Figure 27a- c. 

Figure 27: Large substructure experiments (a) - Images grouped 

These trials were achieved to form the basis of the 

shape modification techniques of bamboo for the 

1\.jil'o concept. Again, plant quantity and establishment 

would be needed to further prove the viability of shape 

modification over substructures. 
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Figure 27: Large substructure experiments (b) - Images grouped 

1he vigor of growth initially proved quite promising, 

however, the tips of the culms became damaged during 

the winter period, and the tip of the culms decayed. 

Once this tip damage occurred, growth of the (main' 

culm ceased, and the plant instead produced vigorous 

side shoots. However, such side shoot development may 

have lead to enhanced development of the plant during 

Summer 2011, given the extra biomass the plant had. 

gure 27: Large substructure experiments (c) .. Images grouped 

During the warmer summer months, the culms achieved 

f:-lod growth. With added plant establishment, new culms 

.. lould be vigorous in growth. 

New bamboo culm (Bambusa Oldhamii). 
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Experimental version 1.5. 

For this case. a different subspecies of bamboo was selected - Bambusa textilis gracilis. Whist 

this plant has different height characteristics to the species used in Version 1.0. specifically 

a smaller overall growing height of five to six meters, an interesting growth observation was 

observed, whereby the new culms sent from the established parent plant contain no leaf or 

side shoot mass. This experiment is detailed in Figure 28a-b. 

Figure 28: Large substructure experiment~ (a) - Images grouped 

These experiments used the species Bambusa textilis gracilis to 

compare the growth of two independent culms - comparing the 

growth rate. This was reasonably comparable, however, the culm tips 

also rotted, and the plant produced side shoots. The plant was used 

for further shape modification experiments during the Summer 2011 

period, where the plant has sent up Significant numb~rs of new cuIms. 
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Figure 28: Large substructure experiments (b) - Images grouped 
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When the culm encountered a restriction, evident in the above pictures, it appears to grow at a 
tangent to the obstruction, then, once clear, proceeds 'with a vertical growth pattern. 
When t.l),e obstruc-tion is removed (bottom picture) the culm maintains the deformed shape. 
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Growing canopy shelter 
The species Pisum sativum 'Alderman, Tall Telegraph' pea, has characteristics of fast growth 

and hardiness. Technically contributing to the particular outcomes in this trial, this species 

is tall (about two meters total), so can therefore cover a reasonable surface area, whilst the 

tendrils that the plant produces will savagely cling onto any tubular or other structure - such 

as the bamboo side shoots. This experiment is detailed in Figure 29a-b. 

Figure 29: Canopy shelter eXi Jrlments (a) - Images grouped 

Side shoots or sections of the bamboo could be weaved or tied 
together to form a loosely interwoven structure. The frame, if 
dense enough could support climbing vines or plants. 

Figure 29: Canopy shelter experiments (b) - Images grouped 

The tendrils of the pea wrap around any structure in the 
way, in this case a bamboo trellis. With increased quantity 
of 'vine type plants growing in the 'planter box: Significant 
density of cover could be achieved. 

177 
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Growing Square Bamboo 
Within the growing cycle of the new culms during the season of March 2011, one of the culms 

was trialed for shape modification through compression of the culm (see; Hidalgo 2003, 353), 

by forming a fastened square box that would slide over the growing culm section, attempting 

to create 'square bamboo'. To date, the experiment is still ongoing, however it is evident that 

the particular culm is growing at a reasonable rate, and is appearing to put pressure on the 

enclosing box structure. 

Figure 30: Square bamboo experiments (a) - Images grouped 

The growing culm emerging from the 
squa,re restrictor. 

Holding a circular template against the 
deformed section, flattening of the sides 
indicate the region where the culm has 
been restricted. 

1"""'lII=a::':'"""'-""F 
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Growing bamboo inside a maze frame 
This experiment aims to demonstrate the experiment by Oscar Hidalgo (Hidalgo 2003 352-
353) where bamboo was grown in a truss shape within an enclosed wooden box. 

The experiment conducted for this thesis is ongoing, however, it is apparent that the spacing 
of the frame sections might represent curves which the plant cannot achi.eve naturally by 
only using the plants resistance (pushing) on the wooden frame sections. As such, it would 

be desirable to experiment further with variations of angles and spacing in the future. This 

experiment is detailed in Figure 31a-b. 

Figure 31: Bamboo growing inside a box frame maze 

Culm just starting to push against the 
box section. 

The level of force partially deformed the wooden box, 
which was quite surprising. 

(a) - Images grouped 

The plant encounters sharp bends in a 
forceful manner as the culm pushes against 
the box sections. The angle produced is 
quite abrupt. 
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Figure 31: Bamboo growing inside a box frame maze (b) - Images grouped 

Shape deformation angles where the 
growth direction has been restricted. 
The bend appears to be more pronounced 
in the region just above the node section. 

Note the bump from the section where 
side shoots will emerge. 
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" Visiting a bamboo farm to visually 
experience the density of bamboo in 
a farming environment. 
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Appendix E: Visit to "Bamboo Australia" plantation 

During February 2011, the author visited "Bamboo Australia" plantation in Queensland, 
Australia. The following collection of images were particularly inspirational, especially 
witnessing the vigour of the plantations and size of the various bamboo culms. 

Height, thickness and strength of the massive culms further secured the realisation that 
bamboo could provide a viable resource for building structures, and was also an excellent 
indication of the scale and quantity needed for thorough plant establishment for harvesting. 

These observations are detailed in Figure 32a-l. 

Figure 32: Plantation bamboo (a) - Images grouped 
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Figure 32: Plantation bamboo (b) - Images grouped 

Avenue of bamboo. This picture demonstrates the clear lower sections of the plant free from branches. 
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Assorted areas for different spe~:~~s and 
containment of culms. 
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Figure 32: Plantation bamboo (c) - Images grouped 

Cluster of culms, the outer most deformed naturally. 
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Figure 32: Plantation bamboo (d) M Images grouped 

\, 
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Figure 32: Plantation bamboo 
Figure 32: Plantation bamboo (g) - Images grouped 

(f) - Images grouped 

Beautiful canopy and astonishingly straight. dean and tall culms produced. 



Figure 32: Plantation bamboo (h) - Images grouped 

The height and density of the bamboos 
was particularly impressive. Witnessing 
the size of such plants aids the realisation 
that uses could extend beyond 
construction of simple structures. 

The density of the 'green biomass is 
contained to the top third of the plant, 
leaving a clean lower and mid section for 
use. 

This clean, branch free tfeature' of 
bamboo is therefore ideally suited to 
shape modification within enclosed 
formers, as branches in conventional 
trees would become trapped. When the 
bamboo exits the former, it is free to 
produce its top green biomass canopy, 
yet leaves the lower sections intact. 

Natural culm angles in the plantation" 
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Figure 32: plantation bamboo (i) - Images grouped 

Natural shape deformation of bamboos. 



Figure 32: Plantation bamboo 0) - Images grouped 

An example of uniformity between bamboo culms . 
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Natural shape deformation of bamboos, particular 
attention is noted regarding the density of the plantation. 
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This image demonstrates the straightness 
along bamboo culms. 
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Figure 32: Plantation bamboo (k) - Images grouped 

Circumference of the culms was particularly inspirational. coupled with the height, 
realises the appreciation of the raw material. 

Removed culm shows the relative wall thickness. 
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Figure 32: plantation bamboo (1) - Images grouped 

Natural shape deformation in plantation. 
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Appendix F: Behaviours Encountered with the Natural Cycle 

The variable which determines the overall success of the experiments is reliant on the ability of 

the bamboo to effectively propagate over an extended period of time. Climatic conditions and 

plant maturity (such as proper transplanting establishment if up-rating to a larger tub size) are 

necessary for the ideal wowth. Given the restrictive growing conditions in which the research 

experiments are presently being conducted, the factors for ideal growth are dependent on the 

wide climatic conditions experienced in Melbourne, Australia. 

Within the context of the research time constraints and cost factors, the establishment of the 

obtained plants commenced from mid October 2009. Given the short time frame for growth, 

the plants have had two growing seasons in which to adjust to being transplanted into larger 

containers. These stresses have compounded the constraints and establishment of the various 

experiments. These encounters are detailed in Figure 33a-c. 

Notable natural complexities include: 

• Heat stress due to intense sunlight during the summer period, resulting in significant 

leaf drying, from which the plant failed to recover. 

• Winter factors such as frost and rain, caused the tip of the culm to become water 

logged, resulting in rotting. 

• Drying of soil during wind events (especially during winter), or excessive sunlight/heat 

(summer period is of primary concern, however, this can occur durin~i other rYlonths 

if no rain events have been recorded for a while) resulting in leaf curling and leaf 

shedding. 

o Permanent plant damage (leaf shredding) resulting from a significant hailstorm (March 

2010) event. 

e Insect damage and culm decay. 

The main concern with progression of the various experiments was with the significant dormant 

period which the plant encounters during the winter months. 

Figure 33: Bamboo cuhn damage (a) - Images grouped 

Decay in one of the culms. 
Although damaged, the 
rest of the culm remained 
healthy. Despite enquiries, 
the source of the damage 
remains a mystery. 
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Figure 33: Bamboo culm damage (b) - Images grouped 

Images of other damaged 
cuJms which were observed 
in the bamboos grown by the 
author. 

Figure 33: Bamboo culm damage (c) - Images grouped 

When the tips of the bamboo culm become 
damaged, it does not grow any taller. Instead, 
energy is directed into sending out viaorous 
side shoots at the cnodes~ l:> 

Note the shoot growth off the side of the 
culm wall, eVen through the main culm has 
been damaged. 
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Appendix G: Behaviours encountered when growing 
bamboo from seeds and cuttings. 
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Further observation towards the natural process of growth and rJ1ant establishment was [J3ined 

through the growing of bamboo from seed, This me'(hod seems feasible, given commentary by 

Farrelly (1984, 1996), Hidalgo (2003) and Oprins and van Trier (2006, 34-35). Investigation 

was also undertaken to experiment with a method for propagation from cuttings, as discussed 

by Rana (2001), see: Figure 34h. 

The reason for growing bamboo from seed was to exp';)re possible ways of liberating the 

design from constraints of relying on specialised suppliers to source mature plants. Growing 

from seed may allow for closed loop production, whereby reliance is developed for the plants 

to self-seed, or obtain mase seed stock from other locations. 60 

Predicting the flowering of bamboos can be problematic, with Farrelly describing that some 

species may take "several lifetimes" before spontaneously flowering (Farrelly 1984, 149), and 

that "some species of Phyllostachys [having a flowering] cycle of eighty years or more" (Oprins 

and van Trier 2006, 35). Furthermore, Oprins and van Trier note that mass flowering may 

occur " .. . simultaneously over large areas", where the trigger for flowering remains " ... one 

of the greatest mysteries in the plant kingdom" (ibid) and "the flowering cycle of bamboos 

is one of their most unusual, disputed, and botanically mysterious characteristics" (Farrelly 

1984, 148). The mechanisms for flowering, therefore, remain the source of various hypothesis. 

Janzen (1976, 369), proposes that bamboo plants have an internal calendar or "alarm clock" 

(Soderstrom and Calderon '1979) and the " .. . same stock bloom at the same ume, regardless 

of geographic locations or climatic conditions" (165). Farrelly (1984, 149) also describes the 

relative mechanism for flowering as unknown with the plant being " .. . alerled by some unriddled 
mechanism in the cells". 

The seeds forthe propagation eX:'~8riments were obtained from two different sources from e8ay 

to ascertain if there is an effect with quality. Each packet contained fifty seeds of Phyllostachys 

pubescens (Moso), and these were planted at a ratio of six seeds per tub. The species 

Dendrocalamus giganteus was also plante(J, however, only one seedling emerged, and later 

died. It averaged that three Moso seeds would germinate although given the fragile nature of 

the seedlings; it see~ns that the success rate further diminishes over time. 61 Phyllostachys 

pubescens (Moso), is referred to as a running bamboo, which can be invasive if it's planted 

in a small area. Therefore, managing such a plant highlights the opportunity for the plants 

to be grown in large barrels, or tubs, however, establishment will take considerable time. As 

such, the experiments in growing seeds were undertaken to evaluate the viability of seed 

germination within an Oceanic environment (Melbourne, Victoria). 

o Other methods of propagation described by Oprins and van Trier (2006) include propagation from cuttings 
36-38) and "Micropropagation through tissue culture" (38-44), at the time of publication, these metilods have not 
een tria led in the development of "Ajiro". 

1 Further discussion relating to growing bamboo from seed is referenced in (Lewis and Miles 2007,30-31), 
;aporito and Mavition (2010, 7-9) 
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The following apparent factors which contributed to a seedlings success or failure were 

encountered during the observations of the germination process: 

• Temperature conditions, the germination appeared to occur most vigorously during 

humid days. 

• Some seedlings failed for no obvious reason, or one seedling failed in a container 

where the remaining seedlings were healthy. 

it Rainfall- too much rain resulted in over saturated tubs, which seemed to rot the seed 

material, greenhouse tests where the seedlings were covered with cling wrap resulted 

in an over moist condition, when fresh air was introduced, the seedlings rotted. 

• Soil quality - the peat pellet germination mixture appeared effective for initial 

germination, however sustaining the plants in this mixture alone resulted in some 

seedlings forming a nutrient deficiency, evident in the yellowing of the leaves. 

• Pests - some seedlings obtained mite infestation, resulting in erosion of the chlorophyll 

from the leaves. 

Encounters from seed and cutting propagation are detailed in Figure 34a-h. 

Figure 34: Growing bamboo from seed (a) - Images grouped 

The packet of seeds from eBay source. The seeds were soaked 
for a period of 5 minutes in salt water, as per instructions 
included for seed raising. The seeds were planted in 'Peat 
Pellets~ to serve as initial tubs. These compressed peat tubs 
expand when water is poured over them. 

Figure 34: Growing bamboo from seed 
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(b) - Images grouped 

Examples showing Moso bamboo seedlings. 
Notice the emerging root from the seed, and 
the small new seedling emerging through 
the fibrous material on the peat pellets. 
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Figure 34: Growing bamboo from seed (c) -Images grouped 

These images illustrate some of the complications that 
arose in seed propagation of Moso and Dendrocalamus 
giganteus. Complications included seed rot, fungal attack, 
mite infestation attacking leaves, and nutritional problems. 

Other seeds appeared to fail without any of these factors. 

Figure 34: Growing hamboo from seed 
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(d) - Images grouped 

Leaf yellowing of Moso bamboo seeds. 
Success and failure of these seeds present 
a challenge for recommending the natural 
process for early material growth, yet also 
highlight the fragility of nature, which 
humans can control successfully only to a 
certain degree. 
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Figure 34: Growing bamboo from seed 

The roots of the seedlings were vigorous, and 
soon outgrew the original peat pellet tubs. 

(e) - Images grouped 

Plants that died during the seedling trials. 

Figure 34: Growing bamboo from seed (f) - Images grouped 

Leaf burning during hot weather in Summer 2011. 

Pest infestations. 

Leaf erosion due to mite infestation 
during warmer months. 
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Figure 34: Growing bamboo from seed 

Parasite infestation had to be treated with 
Bayer Confidor insecticide. 

Splitting rhizomes of Bambusa Multiplex 
(originally 2 plants, after splitting, 4 plants). 

• ~_.~~: ..... , ~', .~. l' ~ • 

(g) - Images grouped 

New culms emerging from see:dlings. Every 
new cuhn that emerges appean, to be thicker 
and stronger than the previou$. 
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Figure 35: Propagation by bamboo cuttings (a) ~ Images grouped 
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Cutting section and preparing for propagation. This method is described in detail by Rana (2001). 

i 
Filling culm ends either side of the node with soil . 
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Figure 35: Propagation by bamboo cuttings (a) - Images grouped 

Rana (2001) recommends sealing the ends with fresh cow dung, however I have substituted this with 
plasticine. 

The experiment is continuing at time of publication. 
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Development of a pr6totype to support 
the visual and functional attributes of 
the hypothesis. 
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Appendix H: Prototyping deve!opment of "Ajiro" concept 

The following section describes the logs of the p!"ototype builds, and the resulting modifications 

(Figure 36a-p). 

• Initial shape testing performed in 12 and 16mm aluminium tubing. Bent using hand 

manipulated pipe bender to dimensions specified by the CAD output. 

o After the initial full size build, it was established that the structural qualities of 

aluminium would not be sufficient to adequately evaluate the structure. The 

amount of flex at the rear wheel attachment was significant when full body 

weight (51 kg) was applied to the midpoint of the frame. 

Figure 36: Prototyping development (.a) - Images grouped 

Aluminium version bent with small hand pipe bender, 
relative to proportion initially developed in 1:1 ZD 
CAD drawings. This version was used to gain general 
proportions, and refine how the structure would be self
supporting. 
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Figure 36: Prototyping development 

Front windscreen section profile in 
aluminium, bolted, slip over joins 
using larger diameter aluminium 
tubing. 

(b) - Images grouped 

• Revision of rear end dimensions to bring rear wheels inboard. 

o The rear wheel section becomes permanently deformed easily when the 

wheels are at a significant side angle. By straightening the rear wheel section, 

there seems to be less flex in rear 

Figure 36: Proto typing development (c) - Images grouped 

Wheelchair wheel attachment directly to hollow pipe fTame. 
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• Modification of small rear wheels to facilitate the steering mechanism for the rear. 

• 

o The nature of the available manufactured castor wheel parts seems to permit 

several design issues. It appears that the offset nature of the wheel axel being 

different from the top mounted wheel pivot, allows 'self- centering' of the wheel 

assembly, but when performing unintended modifications to the unit by adding 

a steering mechanism, the wheel does not pivot in a satisfactory manner. 

Pivoting Qn one side produces a different wheel angle to the opposite side. 

Sourcing of front wheel attachment method - using fork from a unicycle 

o To facilitate the simple drivetrain specification, sourcing the wheel of a unicycle 

fulfils the general specification of containing the drive in a self-contained unit. 

Whilst lacking in multiple ratios, the fixed drive should adequately describe if 

the vehicle is able to be moved through the pedalling action. 

• Revision to make parts out of steel 

Figure 36: Prototyping development (d) - Images grouped 

Unicycle direct drive front wheel fork and attachment. 
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Authors notes from trial of vehicle: 

The integrity of the vehicle seems to be reasonable in supporting full body 

weight. The alternating sections of steel, e.g. 19mm/16mm/19mm - allow for 

a degree of adjustment in the one meter sections. The U-bolt joins between 

the sections adequately compress the tubular steel pipe to the other sections; 

however, the sections are troublesome to align correctly. 

The 'on road' trial, conducted on a bicycle path, demonstrates that the rear track 

of the vehicle easily fits within the lane width on the track. Whilst the tracking 

of the vehicle follows a reasonably straight path, the steering mechanism with 

the pull/push lever, is prone to unwanted movement with any corrugations in 

the road surface. It seems that any bumps are easily transmitted to the linkage, 

and cause the vehicle to veer off course. Correction of such phenomenon 

requires very slight and precise movements of the lever, which is very difficult 

to achieve smoothly. 

The sensation of the rear wheel steering proves to be an interesting factor 

with the cornering. The sensation produced is somewhat 'out of control', yet 

the vehicle doesn't physically appear 30. It is apparent that the stability of the 

vehicle can be a little tipsy if attempting to corner at a speed greater than an 

average walking pace. 

It could be advantageous to trial a wider rear track, or altering the rear wheel 

camber to seek improvement. Attachment of the front wheel to the side rails 

proves problematic. The bracket which clamps the front wheel bearing is difficult 

to attach. Presently, the solution is somewhat ad-hoc, using formed sheet metal 

to form a t-shaped union which is then compressed onto the tubular metal sides 

with small U-bolts. 

The difficulty with this method is the small U-bolts cause physical interference 

with the front wheel spokes and present a challenge for proper compression to 

the tubular sections. This method results in some wheel wobble when applying 

power to the front wheel - especially evident upon climbing gradients. 

The clearance relative to the pedals causes some rubbing, and it has become 

apparent that sourcing a front axle with increased dimensions could be 

troublesome. 

The overall power from the vehicle is quite impressive. In the trials conducted, 

power from standing start could easily be applied and small gradients could 

be climbed. Given the large wheel diameter of 24", the average speed is 

reasonable, approximating 14km/h when cruising with reasonable pedal speed. 
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Figure 36: Prototyping development (e) - Images grouped 

Steel version with U-bolt damps joining the sections. This 
method allowed parts to be swapped and reshaped by hand 
easily. 

Complex or long s~ctions were extremely difficult to 
manipulate in the hand operated, hydraulic pipe bender. 

Steering attach~ertt. 

Front wheel attachment bolted to frame. Rear bracing loop, bridging seat structure, 
and rear end of the vehicle. 
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The elements of the 'rear wheel steering' mechanism are reflected in the ttHuffy Green 
Machine"linkage setup whereby the pivot is placed in the middle of the vehicle spine, Another 
variant of the Green Machine uses pivots on both sides of the vehicle, This setup would be 
ideal as the bamboo could act as the linkage for a swivel bearing to be pressed in. 
Twin pivot steering linkages were noticed on a ride-on lawn mower as well. 

Figure 36: Prototyping development 

Huffy Green Machine rear wheel steering, 
with push-pull linkage mechanism 

Ride on lawn mower twin bar pivot linkage 
steering mechanism. 

(f) - Images grouped 

Alternative rear wheel steering trike, with 
separate:ly pivoting rear wheel linkage. 

Figure 36: Prototyping development 

1 
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(g) - Images grouped 

View from front wheel. 

Demonstration trials of rebuilt version 
from steel. The seat threading tension was 
varied in order to :find a suitable riding 
position. 
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• Revision of rear section to take body weight over rear wheels to reduce flex 

• Revision in body clearance from ground 

• Revision of cross over point in seat section 

• Revision of vehicle height to allow more head clearance 

• Revision to steering mechanism 

• Revision to vehicle width 

Authors notes on vehicle prototype test: 

The revisions to the steering mechanism have proved to increase the confidence 

of the riding experience. While the spring setup provides little 'return' feedback, 

or self- centring, the tension of the springs provides resistance to the lever 

moving when set to straight ahead. From trialing some cornering, this resistance 

allows finer control of small movements and the lever isn't as prone to jarring 

movements from road corrugations. 

Even with the increased width, stability is still a reasonable concern, though 

aided by leaning in the opposite direction of the steering input. 

The height of the vehicle, whilst increased over the previous revision, needs an 

additional 10cm of clearance to cope with helmet size. 

Figure 36: Prototyping development (h) - Images grouped 

Rebuild with enhanced clearance, proportions and realigned 
steering mechanism and pivot points. 

Figure 36: Prototyping development (i) - Images grouped 

"'''' ':..11,. -.----.._" ... ::._-- . 
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Steering mechanism deformed under stress from testing. 
Revision was made to reinforce the'! link with an external 
metal sheath. 
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Figure 36: Prototyping development (j) - Images grouped 

U -Bolts/wire rope gdps were powder cO<l.ted for uniform 
appearance and to prevent corrosion. The process is able to 
recover wasted powder for filtering and recyding, creating little 
wastage. 

The revised frame was painted to provide similar protection 
of the surface and provide reasonable likeness to the intended 
bamboo proposal. 

The crank set casing was blended into the steel frame with woven 
fibreglass mat and epo:>..)' resin after a bolt was secured through 
the tubing to minimise unwanted alignment changes. A similar 
composite wrapping method could be used to attach metal 
parts to bamboo - a technique demonstrated in other bamboo 
bicycles. 

" I 
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• Revised attachment method of front wheel, bolted and fibreglass wrapped 

• Unicycle brackets welded to side frame sections, rear section from one long steel pipe, 

added additional height to the vehicle 

e Seat and canopy moulding made from knitted jute yarn 

Figure 36: Prototyping development (k) - Images grouped 

Roof canopy base in the form of a knitted substructure 
was measured to conform to the shape of the roof and seat 
width variations. 

Knitted canopy cover from jute formed the front wheel 
guard l seat and roofing CDver in a single piece. 

TIle revised rear wheel pivot and ~uprighe linkage seemed 
to reduce bendjng angle stress from seated weight. 
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Figure 36: Prototyping development (1) - Images grouped 

The knitted canopy developed a tendency to sag over a 
period of time, due to dampness from storage outside. To 
create a (fuller: and shapely cover, a chicken wire mesh was 
added underneath, with a grease proof paper separator 
included between the knitted fabric and the wire. Epoxy 
resin was brushed over the fabric and allowed to soak in, 
before forming a hardened layer. 

Removing the wire mesh allows for a shape to be set into 
the fabric, while heating the surface significantly with a 
(heat gun' allows the shape to be re-moulded, and the set 
again using a cool, damp cloth. 
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e Revising wheels to use lighter 10" polyurethane scooter wheel 

• Revised front wheel with freewheel mechanism, respoked from 20" Huffy Green Machine 

wheel to a 24" rim. 

• Testing of new revision; vehicle showed improved stability with tighter steering return 

spring and steering axis running through the centre of the rear wheels. 

Figure 36: Prototyping development (m) - Images grouped 

New 10" scooter wheels were lighter than the previous 
wheel chair wheels, and the hard nature of the material 
seemed to provide better steering response in testing, 
with a trade off of higher levels of road surface (bumps, 
undulations, and loose gravel/dirt) transmission to the 
rider through the frame linkage. 
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Figure 36: Prototyping development (n) - Images grouped 

Some materials available commercially through hardware 
stores proved inadequate for 'industrial' use under stress. 

'The quality of the metal used had an effect on how many 
times the part could be removed/retensioned before wear 
(such as thread stripping on bolts) or complete failure (bolts 
deforming and breaking under stress· especially in the rear 
wheel attachments). 
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• Rear basket for plant canopy 

• Apply more resin to seat; introduce greater curvature to seat base and lip for seat sides 

• Revised and repainted vehicle due to wear and markings from the ridden trials. 

Figure 36: Prototyping development (0) - Images grouped 

Firstly, the desired shape was formed in 
cardboard, hot glued at the edges, then 
covered with greaseproof paper to act as 
a mould release for the epoxy resiu, which 
would coat the banana leaf fibre woven 
cloth material. 

! 
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Figure 36: Prototyping development 

Resin applied to side regions of the seat to 
offer a more contoured shape. Once (set' the 
final shape could be manipulated by warming 
the region with a heat gun, then using a damp 
cloth to re-harden the area . 

. 't' ,r : i. ~ "~." .... ~, :', .. ; : ,,', • : ~ .':; • ' •• 

(p) - Images grouped 

The idea for the plant container is a draft 
representation, the banana leaf fibre cloth 
hardens quite well vith resin application, but 
doesn't appear to 'soak' the cloth mesh as readily 
as traditional fibreglass. 
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Details of the fabrication\, process for a 
scale model to represen:$Jthe intended 
design outcome" 
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Appendix I: Fabrication of Scale Model 

To provide a suitable indication of the intended resolution of the 'Ajiro' project, a scale model 
was produced (Figure 37a~a~. The full size 1: 1 parts were reduced to 1/4 scale, and produced 
used a rapid prototyping process. Due to the open nature of the design, it would have been 
inappropriate and costly to produce the vehicle as a single, as the printed parts require support 
material to surround the hardened, core parts. Therefore, the parts were split into sections, 
with oval shaped keyed connectors to accurately join and align the parts. Suitable offset of 
O.2mm was included on both side of the part keys, to facilitate adequate amounts of adhesive 
(J8-Weld epoxy). 

Figure 37: Scale model (a) - Images grouped 

Once joined with adhesive, the connected sections were 
filled with spot putty, and primed. Once wet sanded, 
the body WaS maske"~i off and painted. The wheels were 
painted separately, then attached to the main frame 
during final stages of assembly. 
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Figure 37: Scale model 

The frame was painted in 
a custom colour matched 
to that of dried bamboo. 
The finish of the acrylic 
lacquer paint allowed for 
intentional brush marks 
to be formed in the paint 
surface, by running a 
dry brush through the 
applied paint. 

(b) - Imr.lges grouped 

The rider seat was sprayed with 
textured paint to provide a finish 
intended to represent the proposed 
fabric covering. 

Parts such as the headlights and 
steering linkages were masked 
separately. Lense inserts were 
created for the headlights using 
hand shaped and polished acrylic. 

'" '.:' ~ . , 1....:; , ~, ~'. 
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Figure 37: Scale model (c) - Images grouped 

Conceptual scale model resolution. 
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Figure 37: Scale model (d) - Images grouped (Amendum inserted October 2011) 

Figure 37~ Scale model (c) - Images grouped 

Display comparison between scale model and full size prototype. 

" , 
" r ...... ... 
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Conceptual scale model resolution. 
Setup display for exhibition. Presentation amongst explanatory literatu,re and relevant quotations. 
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Figure 37: Scale model (d) - linages grouped (Amendum inserted October 2011) 

Setup display for exhibition. Explanatory plant experiments in background. 
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